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PREF CE 

The area chosen for study is situatei in the .fuite 

hall district ap roximately 7! miles ~:E of Cambridge 

at GR F66/106378 ( Fi ure 1). Recent mass movement r·ea-

tures on p2rt of the south and south~est - facing slopes 

of a vLlley that is tribut&ry to the ~~arapiro 0"treaL, 

and thence the ··:aikato Ri vcr , were studied in some 

detail, but reference is also made to specific features 

in the area draining to the east. The southwest-facing 

slopes, with a relative relief of nearly 500 feet, rise 

to about 1, 200 feet a. s .1. , where a p late2.u-lH:e surface 

dissected by broad mass movement gullies, slo:es grad-

ually to the east. 

:Previous work in .ihi tehall has consisted of a 

geological survey by ·.ead (1938), and ~ore recent surveys 

for the geological map (Healy , ~chofield & ~hompson 1964). 

In a geomorphological study, Selby (:966) uated, and 

partially explained the mass movement origin of, amphi 

theatre-like features on the interfluves,
1 

as evidence 

that recent slope denudation has been considerable.(See 

Lauder 1964). A brief discussion of the genesis of the 

lane.forms stresses the importance of mass movements in 

the forma"tion of the minor valleys and inuicn"tes "that 

statements by Cotton (1958a, b; 1962; 1963a, b; 1964) 

and ].ortensori ( 1959), as to the entirely fluvial origin 

vi 
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of the feral relief of the greywacke ranges of New 

Zealand, ~eed to be modified. 

Se l by (1967a) also broadly classified ~he major 

vii 

mass movement types according to their form and posi

tion on the slopes, described them, and ~ave a 

theoretical explanation of possible causes, with 

emphasis on the effects of high-intensity rainstorms 

and deforestation. This 1967 study is part of a larger 

work on the geomorphology of the greywacke ran~es in 

the ·.'.'aikato, and al though much of it is not based on 

field evidence in V itehall it is felt that most of the 

conclusions apply there. The geathering and ash chron

ology is outlined in some netail in this paper. 

This thesis includes a record of the observation 

of certain geomorphic features on about 400 acres of 

the greywacke ranges near Vhitehall. The basic thesis 

is that the movement of subsur:ace water is a major pro

cess in the development of these features.
2 

Study has 

been limited to field observations, and only tentative 

hy_ otheses are offered. It is not a theoretical study, 

and only a brief statement of recent landform develop

ment and equilibrium theory is presented. In general, 

the findings sup_iJort and extend the landf'orm genesis 

suggested by Selby (1966). 

The study is implicitly deductive, vii th the initial 
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model, the conclusions, or lack of same, of previous 

workers on similar features and processes, being tested 

against observed local features. Three of these general 

conclusions3 that have particular relevance to this 

thesis are: 

(1) that mass movement increases when forest is 

replaced by pasture· 4 

(2) that piping does not appear to occur under 
5 

bush; and 

(3) that sliding is the initial movement in 

rapid mass movements in cohesive materials.
6 

Consequently, the study involved the observation of pip-

ing and of larger mass movement features, and was under-

taken both on pastured slopes e.nd under bush. 

It is concluded that in the study area there is at 

least as much recent and active mass movement under the 

native bush as under the p2sture, that pi.r:,ing does occur 

under bush, and that 'water blowouts' flow, rather than 

slide, upon rupture. Sub s urface wc:.ter movement is of 

particular im9ortCT1ce as an active cause of these fea -

tures, and their mechanism of development is primarily 

a function of the interaction betvreen this subsurface 

water, and the porosity , pe rme ability and strength of 

the regolith. 
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Footnotes 

( 1) Sir,1ilar features, in the less-weathered and finely 
shattered schistoze greywackes of the :ellington 
area, have been attributed to solifluxion processes 
by Cotton & Te Punga (1955a, b) and Stevens (1957a 
b). 

(2) ctual processes can be neither seen nor ueasured, 
and it is only the results that are observed. 
However, cert~in feauures and resultant forms 
appear to be directly associated with certain pro
cesses, and it is generally these processes to 
which one refers; 

( 3) These conclusions tenc..l to be im_._ licit rather than 
explicit, end genercll: refer to the p~rticulrr 
study area o:· e::,ch ',rnrker, without Yider a" plica
tion. They &re used here as, collectively, they 
ap~_ ly to a wide area of :~e .J Zealc:.:r.d, and no evi
dence refuting them h&s been found in the local 
literature . 

( 4) T'his statement expresses an apparently observed 
relationship bet reen the amounts of' mass r:ovement 
now occurring under ecch vegetation type, or an 
assumed increase where re ___ oval of the bush has been 
complete. Crunpbell (1945, 1951), O'Byrne (1967), 
and Selby (1967a), for exa~ple, have nade explicit 
statements supporting this conclusion. 

( 5) Hard ( 1967 and pers. c ornri.. 1967) h&s made the only 
explicit, clthough gu~rded, statement of this and 
it apJ?lied to observations in .orthland, the Hunua 
Range, and the Volcanic I lateau. Other .uevr Zealand 
references to piping do not refer to forested areas, 
either because of a lack of observa~ion or because 
no pi~ing vas noted in such areas . They are m&inly 
concerned with piJ)ing in eolian and alluvial, 
single - grain deposits, and in some cases (e.g. 
blong 1965) are conc entrated seeDage rather than 
open pipes . Blong (1965a, b, 1966); Carnpbell (1945); 
Cumberland ( 1947); Cussen ( 1888); Ferrar ( 1934); 
Gibbs (1945); Gilbert (1920); Guthrie - 0mi~h (1926) ; 
Henders on 8 Grange ( 1926); :iart ( 1966a, b) . Selected 
non- Nerv Zealand references a l so supporting the con
clusion are: __ itchison et al ( 1963); Euclrrnan l 
Cockfield (1r50); Buntine;(1961); Carroll (1949); 
;.)ovmes ( 1946); Fletcher & Carroll ( 1948); .... letcher 
et al (1954); Hadley & Rolre (1955); larker (1963); 

x 
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Rubey ( 1928); · oods et al ( 1964). 

(6) This conclusion is not stated explicitly by any 
particular worker but is crrived at by a process 
of elimination froE the definitions (Sharpe 1938; 
Varnes 1958) of individual m2ss movement processes 
which have an internal mechanism of movement .. ~ 
primary reason for including it is that there appears 
to be no evidence to the contrary in the :-ew Zealand 
literature· Berry&Ruxton (1961); Cmnpbell (194oa, 
b, 1951); Jackson ( 1966); O ' Byrne r 1967); ;:;elby 
(1966, 1967a); \right (1965). :~on-_.Jew z.ealmd 
liter ture also su~porting this is extensive, but 
the folloving are some select references: B&ker 
(1952); Hennes (1954); Ladd (193b); 1Tewland (1916); 
Rapr (1S61, 19t3); Sh&rpe (1938); Terzaghi (1950); 
Varnes (1958); ~nd Tuard (1940) . However, this 
literature also contains reference to non- sliding 
processes, which are primarily caused by the nature 
of the material and its relo.tionship to subsurface 
water: .. ckermann (1948a b); .C::den (1 64) · Eisenlohr 
(1952); Hack & Goodlett (1960); SKenpton (1953); 
Yong & Vlarkentin ( 1966), and yet, in certain cases, 
these same properties may result in a pure slide, 
(Hutchinson 1961). 



CHLPTE3. 1. G~OLOGY . _ • GOLITH _JT.u ~'VI RONi .. 1£NT 

I GE OLOGY 

The 'ihi teha ll hills are comp s ed of Kc.;,whi a Series 

Jur 2,ssic greywa cke1 ( Fi gure 2) (1 e ad 1938; He a ly, Scho

field & Thompson 1964) tha t h a s been indurated by 

regional, low-rank metamorphism ( Wellman 1951). This 

grey-'15.ck e i s a marine-deposited, b anded silts tone vi th 

some r a re sandstone and conglome r a tes (Healy et a l,1964 ) , 

and it h a s been intensely fr actured by uplift during the 

Kaikoura orogeny. In the study are a it is primarily 

formed of sub-angul a r• 1:, r a ins of f ine-gr a ined andesi tic 

l av a s '>I i th l arge r f I'agments 0 1 b l a ck a r gilli te ( Bartrum, 

in read 1938). In texture these v ary from a co a rse chip

wacke (Schofield 1967 ) to fine siltwacke ( Pl a te I) ove r 

very short d istances, apparent ly &s a result of local 

turbidite bedding . 

Thus, the structur e of the rocks i s comp lex an d , a s 

a result of the inau r&tion, intergranular porosity has 

been lost. Theref ore, ground water only occurs in the 

seconda ry inters t ices, but e £rth movements have opened 

many joints and fr ac tures, thus g iving induced pe r me 

ability a t shallow dep ths (Collins 195 5). This perme

c.bility an d the clos e fr .: cture-jointing has been of 

s pec i s l im~,orto.nce in a i d ing cubsurface vrnter movement, 

deep weathering , and the develoymen t o f' cla y and mangane s e 

1. 



Ei_g.:....2 

GEO LOGY of the WHITEHALL AREA 

-.-....... Kawhia greywacke 
o..L.----<r;...J Study area 

Kiwitahi volcanics 
~~ Pakaumanu ignimbrites 
·.· .· ·· Castlecliffian gravels 
·. ·. ·. Hinuera gravels 
!\??? Recent alluvium 
- -Concealed fault 
a - 1585'a_s.Lt)- 162..6 C-16.2P d.-/QZ5 e- 106'5 

r- 1260· g--rqo scale 1: 2 5 0 000 

•. 

' . ·~ 

(Healy, Schofield & Thompson.) 
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cutans (Brewer 1960) (Plate II). 

II R.1£GOLI H 

1. ;"eu.thering I~,antle 

The greywacke -i·eathering mantle varies in depth . 

It is &ssumed to be thick.est on the interfluves, thin

nest on the u~per portions of major, straight sloye 

segments , and thicker again towsrds the v&lley floor, 

\1here colluviurr: replaces some of the mantle removed by 

s trerun action. However, it is everywhere oi considerable 

depth, and in the upper portion of a typical site con

sists of red, yellow, and brovm material , com~osed 

largely or cluY minerGls, th~t appears massive when moist . 

It may not exhibit structures, except for slight varia

t i ons in colour, on drying, or 7hen i..echc....nicc.lly dis

turbed, but •1i th increc:sing depth, the influence of the 

fr&cture - jointing in maintaining rnter movement for 

,1eathering is mope apparent • 

.,,._t many sites, irrespective of l,he dominant colour

ing, 1.-:hich is fill indicc.. tor of the degree of we ..... thering, 

there io sc.nd ~ized m~teric...l, or evencorestones of 

un .. ec:thered :..·oc:-:, tor:ards the centre of the joint-blocx:s, 

where ws. ter penetr& tion is least ( ?le. te III) . __ anghllese 

and clay cut&-ns &lso reduce the entry of' '.'I ter to the 

joint-blocks. In a meander cutting in the floor of the 

main valley (GR :'..,06/100376) the materic.l is evenly, but 



PL T~ I 

Un.reathered sand-.racke and chipwacke on a greywacke 

boulder that has split along a fracture - joint . 

PL.t.".LE II 

Manganese cutans on interlocking structures of 
partially weathered gre vacke. 

PL ~TE III 

Differential insi tu weathering of greywacke sho.ving 

the influence of fracture - jointing in controlling 

the movement of water through the greywacke. 
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less intensively \ e athered , and the particles are virtu

ally all sand sized. 

The fracture Jattern generally results in large 

interlocking structures, but towar ds the surface fissures 

~ithin these primary structures are opened , increasing 

water movement and reducing stability (Skempton 1964) . 

This increased se -pa~e results in a tenuency to develop 

planes of seepage and cloy transloc&tion, often with thin 

lenses of intensively gleyed mat er i al where suitable suo 

surface water conditions prevail. The movement of vmt e r 

may also link Quite l a r ge, manganese co a ted p lanes, the re

by increasing the potent i a l :or sliding by reducing shear 

strength. 

No exposures in the study a rea exhibit a comp l e te 

range from weathered to unweathered rock, but in the 

Vhitehall Quarry ( GR Nb6/063352) the weathered mantle is 

80 feet thic: in places. On a d rained slo?e, as at this 

location, a definite ~eathering front is observed, also 

with ~ellow and brovm staining . 

On the basis of Krynine's (1S4~ ) association of red 

beds .,-,i th warm climates, and Te Punga' s ( 1955) descrip 

tion of red wea~hering near tell ing ton as relict 1rom the 

liiindel-Riss or Riss-Wu.rm interglacial, Selby ( 1967a) 

suggested that weathering of the northern g r ey·vaclrns may 

belong to the same phase. There does not appear to be 
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any evidence contradicting this suggestion, and weather -

ing during at least the ~ast 3,000 years has been much 

slo·wer. 2 

2. Volcanic .!'_sh Beds ~nd Soils ( Plate IV) 

Like the mantle of weathered greywacke beneath them, 

the thickness of the ash beds depends largely upon their 

position on the slope. Thus , the broad, gently sloping 

interfluves have the ;reatest thickness, the midslopes 

have generally had much of their cover removed by shallow 

mass r.1ovements, subsurface flow, and surface runoff, and 

the floors of the gullies and valley contain a predomi 

nantly colluvial infill without distinguishable bedding. 

(Figure 3) 

The basal ashes, where present, 3 are part of a 

group of eight distinguishable members, knovm collect

ively as the Hamilton ashes. Kear , Schofield, and Ker 

mode (1964) have placed their age at 75,000 - 125,000 

years B.r. They are andes itic and rhyolitic and have 

weathered to a heavy brovm clay, with definite soil for

mation. Their depth in this d istrict is not great, but 

elsewhere, as in coastal Bay of Plenty (Pullar 1967), 

they may exceed 16 feet. 

The next ashes are grouped together as the Late 

Quaternary beds and have four members, (a), (b), ( c), 



PLATE IV 

Airfall ash on an interfluve. (The pecked lines 

indicate changes in ash type, but only those that 

have been identified are named . ) 
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and (d). (Healy, Vucetich & Pullar 1964)
4 

They are much 

younger than the Hamilton beds, being only 15, 000 -

36,000 B. P . The grey banded bed (Vucetich & Pullar 1963), 

which is a whitish-grey ash that makes a sharp contact 

with the underlying Hamilton be ds, has not yet been iden

tified in the study area, but is most probably represented 

( Pullar 1967) . 

The overlying yellow block and white block beds were 

erupted about 27,000 B.P. Although they have not been 

positively identified in the study area, a banded bed at 

GR N66/114372 has been tentatively attributed to these 

showers (Selby 1966). They also a ppear to be present at 

GR N66/115384. 

In these sections the next ash bed is unidentified 

(Selby 1966), but it is brown and easily distinguishable 

from the younger ashes. This bed could possibly be the 

three pinkis 1 brovm beds (Vucetich & Pullar 1963; Pullar 

1967), which were erupted from Tarawera and Taupo 15-20,000 

B.P. 

The younger ashes of the Tirau group overlie these 

beds and are represented in considerable depth . The group 

includes the Taupo, Rotoma , and Rotorua subgroups. Thus, 

the age of the Tirau ash is unlikely to be older than the 

Rotorua ash of about 13,000 B. P . (Pullar' 1967). 

'rhe younger Rotoma ash ( ca. 8, 000 B. ? . maximum) is 
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darker in colour, exhibits no shower bedding in this area, 

and is incorporated in the topsoil. It is loose and 

friable, b Lt t develops weak nutty and blocky structures 

in the B horizon, and is noticeably less fluffy than the 

underlying Rotorua ash. 

Yellow brown loam soils with grey or brovm topsoils 

(YBL 14, Taylor 1948) develop on these ashes (r.z. DSIR 

1954). The dark ~ horizon has developed a soft granular, 

or crumb, structure, and the brown B horizon, which is 

greasy when moist, develops the nutty and blocky struc

tures noted above. The subsoils, which tend to be yellower 

in colour, are mainly the very friable Rotorua ash, but 

may also include some humus-stained Rotoma ash nearer the 

surface . Upon disturbance, the subsoil breaks dovm to 

individual particles very easily, a characteristic which 

is extremely important in lowering shear strength. Also, 

the weathered Rotorua ash contains a clay fraction that 

is high in the greasy, unstable mineral, allophane 5 

(Fieldes 1955; Fieldes & Swindale 1954). 

Thus, the physical and chemical characteristics of 

the soils of the area are dependent to a considerable 

degree upon the nature of the parent material, for the 

impervious and sticky soils developed on the weathered 

greywacke and older ashes are in marked contrast with 

these hi ghly _permeable loams, that become slippery on 

wetting, developed on the Tirau ashes . 
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The uppermost air - fall bed that has been :_Jositively 

identified in the ::hi tehall area is the Taupo lapilli 

member of the 'l'aupo eruption ( Selby 1966; 1967a), uhich 

has been dated at 1 , 900~ B. P. (Baumgart 1954; Healy , 

Vucetich & Pullar 1964). The lapilli are generally 

angular, and greyish in colour. On the interfluves they 

are generally found only in the surface 1-;. - 2'', but in 

the gully floors are mixed vri th vmshed colluvium, often 

to a depth of 12" , and where there has been slippage and 

piping or root channels, the scattered blocks m&y be f'ound 

at even gre&ter depths . 

The Kaharoa ash (bt Tarm~era , c&. 930 - 70 B.l-'.) 

may be present, but the glassy grains observed could well 

be residuals from VJeathered Taupo laJ:)illi, which is ofter~ 

glassy in this area . 

Selby (1967a) has stated that, climatically, the 

1.~'hi tehall district \'vould be classified as AB ' 1 ra I under 

ThorT1thv1aite's 1948 system (Critchfield 1966) . Thus, 

the climate is perhumi d (A), mesothermal (B'1), has no 

seasonal water defici t ( r) , and l ess than 4870 of the 

potent i al evapo - transpiration is concentrated into the 

three summer months (a ' ) . 

However, irregularities of weather (T"ble 1) are 

felt to be of greater signific anc e than clim&tic general 

ities in the initiat i on of mass movement, piping , and 
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other forms of denudation in \,hi tehall. Precipitation 

is ~rim&rily in the form of intense frontal falls followed 

by heavy shovers, and it tends to be more vib orous in win

ter when the track of the v eather systems has moved 

slightly north of the summer tract and depre ssions are 

more frequent (Ga rnier 1958; de Lisle 1967; Appendix 1) . 

This seasonal shift in l a titude of the weather systems 

also results in more intense anticyclones, ana a lower 

rainfall, during summer. r.10 reove1', much of the rainfall 

tha t does occur in summer is of the convectional thunder

storm type, and especi a lly intensive, but rel&tively in

frequent, falls resul~ from the passag e of trop ica l 

cyclones ( Robertson 1963; Table 1, h.B) . 

Ev apotransp i ration is highest during the period of 

low rainfall, and so the soil tends to be dry, and have 

definite structures with open cra cks, when pe~k intensity 

falls ar"'e experienced. This is f elt to b e of consider s.b le 

importance with respect to slope failure, and is discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 3. S i milarly, there is also a 

tendency for mass movements to occur during pe riods of 

intense r a infall in the v1in ter, when the regoli th is S c tu

rated. Strong gusts of wind at such times a re also felt 

to be significant as a cause of failure in saturated slopes 

under bush. 



T~..BLE 1. v HTHER ~u:rn CLIL-'l'E fo-i.'l'A 1-<.ELJ!;V 

A. Rainfall Intensi"tY and Return Period (Hobertson 1963) 

Station Return Hours duration 
12eriod 1 12 24 48 

Ruakura 6 2 yrs 0 . 9 2 . 2 2 . 7 3 . 2 

10 1. 9 3.8 4.7 5 . 6 

50 2.8 5.1 6 . 5 7.7 

Karapiro6 2 2 . 7 

20 5 . 2 

1 . 6 .rapuni 2 0 .9 2 . 2 3.0 3.5 

10 1. 5 3 . 5 4.8 5.6 

50 2.0 4.6 6 . 3 7. 5 

B. Laxi mum Recorded Palls (N. Z. Let . Ser . Lise . Pub . 
121• Whiteha ll data) --' 

Station 
.inutes Hours 

10 20 30 60 2 6 12 G4 48 72 

Ruakura 64 88 130 227 241 319 355 524 565 617 

Arapuni 63 89 133 174 261 34 2 421 519 657 699 

V/h i tehall 7 430 616 880 

c. rflean Ann . % Freauency Winds - Rukuhia8 (de Lisle 1967) 

s12eed 

Under 15 mph 

Over 15 mph 

N 

7 . 5 

0 . 5 

IV v. GET:_TION ...... .ND L • .ND us~ 

s 

6 . 2 

1.0 

SW 

6 .5 

2.0 

w 

12.0 

2 . 3 

15 .0 

0 . 6 

The study area is almost entirely under go od quality 

pasture , 1ith white clover and rye grass _predomina ting , but 

9. 
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one fa e and valley floor have not been cleared, leaving 

some 40 a cres of original bush cover. There is no scrub 

or open secondary forest in the s tudy area. 

The bush cons ists of mixed evergreen r arest ( P l a te 

V) dominated by podocarps and hardwoods. There is little 

totara ( Podoc a rpus totara) and no matai (F. spic a tus) was 

observed. However, there are numerous large rimu (De.cry

dium cupressinum) and tawa ( Be ilschmiedia tawa) trees, 

some rata ( ketrosideros robusta) of widely varying ages, 

a p rofusion of shrubs and liana s towards the stream in the 

valley floor, and pungas (Cyathea ssp.) in gullies in 

which there is considerable subsurface water. 

From field observ at ions, and from their p ositions on 

the slopes, it appears that the size and number of the 

pungas, and the density an d luxuriousness of the under

growth, bea r some direct relationship to the amount of 

moisture available in the soil, but there is no quanti

tative data to support this contention. The undergrowth 

and seedlings on the upper slope s have been damaged by 

stock, but penetra tion by l arGe animals to the v a lley 

floor and into the centre of the bush has been slight. 

Although some alteration of the vegetation would 

have resulted from stock browsing, it is felt thr. t this 

area of bush, wi thin which a part of the study wc s con

ducted, is representa tive of this type of vegetation 



PLATE V 

Indigenous fore vt vi thin rhich part of the study 

vas conducted. 
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cover on the greyrvacke ranges of the -/aika to. Two fac

tors that should be noted though, nre the lack of rimu 

regeneration and the absence of rimus on the lo,er slopes 

where much of the t&vrn is found, and the predominance of 

t awas among uprooted, mature trees. These &re partia~ly 

explained l a ter, in terms o f' the regenerc..,tion condi t,ions 

and rooting habits of rimu and tawa (Cameron 1963), with 

respect to soil mo isture and slope stability. 

The land under bush is fenced to prevent stock entry, 

but the remainder of the area is pasture fo sheep and 

store c~ttle, mid hns been for approximately 20 years . 

I rior to this it vms covered ui th fallen j_ogs, scrub ~4nd 

poor grasses for some 50 years. Only small sections have 

been cultivated by discing, but soil deve lo~ment, must be 

influenced by the superphosphate fertil izer th~t is ~ppl ied 

each ::mtumn and spring. ~ ob stoci:ing methocs are practised 

·c.nd this generally results in an even, high q_uality pas 

ture, and compc.ction o f the topsoil. 



Footnotes 

(1) The• cnaia Hill Group in the study area is Leteri n 
stage, beinc differentiated from the ;c;-ounger Ohc.uan 
on sparse fossil evidence (he~r & Tolley 1957). 

(2) The unwes.thered cor>estones exposed d rin[ the er
iod of intensive e::..,osion prio~ to UJ.e Tm .. p o erup
tion (Selby 1966) re.rely c:tt&in c. .1euther_:_nz skin 
even .1. 11 thicl-:, Lmd any finer than a coarse sandy 
texture. Vucetich f 1 ullar ( 1963), f'rorr. the degree 
of ueathLring of certcin ashes, suggest a climate 
similar to the present f or this period. 

(3) In the study area, the Hamilton ashes have only 
been observed around GR N66/115384 , but ure prob
ably present on the inter1·1uves that have been 
little disturbed by runoff or mass movement . 

(4) The names used to denote the ina ividual Late 
1.q,;uaternary beds are "those proposed r..,y Vucetich & 
ullar (1963). The grey banded bed corresJonds to 

bed (d) of Healy, Vucetich & Pullar (1964); the yel 
low block and white block beds to beds (b) and (c), 
and ; the three pinkish brown beds to bed (a). 

( 5) This aspect is dealt ,"Ii th in considerable detail 
in Charter 3 . Allophane is the principle constit
uent of the clay fraction in the rhyolitic ashes in 
this area , and is formed by the association of the 
amorphous colloidal hydrous oxides of silica and 
aluminiwn released as weathering products. It 
develops to an increasingly ordered structure. 
(Fieldes 1955). 

( 6) These are lo :vlcnd recording stations to the ·,-;N1'l , 81.'/, 
and SSW, respectively, of the ·:ni tehall hills. 1. ore 
intense falls with a similar return freq_uency could 
probably be expected at fmi tehall. 

(7) These figures are recorded falls during the passage 
of Cyclone ~inah, Feb. 1-3 1967. They are for 14, 
21, and 48 hours, all involve a gauge - full reading, 
and are the only figures for less than 24 hours that 
have been recorded in the area. Twenty-four hour 
recordings have been made since 1962, during which 
time there have been 16 falls of 2 - 3 11

, one of 3 - 4 11 

( to :L June 1962), and two or over 4 11 
( to 1 11,arch 

1966, and to 3 Feb . 1967). 

12 . 
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( 8) lowl&nd station to the ~. o:f "1hi tehall, and the 
:figures are based on mean hourly winds at 3-hour 
intervals. Thus, gusts, which are typical of this 
area, are not registered and would be considerably 
higher. 



CHAPTER 2. DESC IPTION OF .:30L~ ~'-CTIV~ G.1:!.:0LOH.t'HIC 

LJ FE 4TURES ..t--_T ·.mI'rEH1u.:'.... 

I INTRODUCTION 

The establishment of pasture in V!hi tehall has 

resulted in a smoothing of relief, where the slopes &re 

less than about 20-25°, a.nd where there is not a surface 

cover of boulders. The micro r elief under the bush, 

especially on damper &nd steeper sections of slope, is 

very rough, and windthrow and mass movements have resul

ted in considerable mixing o~ org&nic debris in the 

colluvium vhich mantles the slopes. 

Thus, most of the slopes with a. pasture cover are a 

simplific .:_ tion of surface landforms that develop ed prior 

to Buropean occupation, and most probably under bush. 

In this chapter, the a ctive piping and mass move

ment features are described, but, except for those that 

are typical of classificatory exrunples in the literature 

(Sharpe 1938; Varnes 1958), d iscussion of the processes 

involved in their initiation and development is given in 

Chapter 3. 

Such a d ivision of description and d iscussion per

mits the use of a central theme, the movement and a ction 

of subsurface water, in the explanation. The use of this 

theme is based on the assw,~tion that each feature noted 

expresses the interaction between the regolith and 

14. 
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environment , with the movement of subsurface wcter being 

a critical factor in causing irreversible rupture. 

The piping, much of which ch&nne ls subsurface vater 

to zones of slope failure, is described first. 

II P IPING 

1. Introduction 

Geologists and other workers in the field of earth 

science have used a wide variety of terms to describe 

the processes and results of mechanical eluviation . 

Cussen (1888) and Gilbe rt (1920) ascribed funne l-shap ed 

holes in the loose sands of the middle Waika to basin and 

the ·.aika to Heads, respectively, to mech&nical eluviation, 

but did not name the process. Some of the terms tha t 

have been used are: 'subsurface channels' &nd 'subsur

face drainage' ( ..urousseau 1919); 'sub-cu~&neous erosion' 

(Guthrie-Smith 1926, Cumberland 1944); 'gullies formed by 

sinking of the g round' (Rubey 1928, Buckham & Cockfield 

1948); 'rodentless rodent erosion' (Bond 1941); 'tunnel

gully erosion' (Gibbs 1945); 'tunnelling' (Dovmes 1946); 

and Campbell (1945) noted the occurrence of 'underrunners'. 

However, the term ' piping' that is no\'/ in general usage 

in the d iscussion of the processes of· mechanical eluvia

tion has long been used by engineers. 

F iping, 11 the p rocess \hich produces tubular 
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subsurface drainage channels in insoluble elastic rocks 11 

(Parker et al 1964, p.394), occurs in the re:;.:::..ct 8.Ild 

reworked mass movements deposits, and in the mantle of 

weathered greywacke, in \'/hi tehall. 

The piping in the study area has been tentatively 

cl&ssified, for the purposes of description and discussion, 

according to the type of material in \hich the features 

have developed. This classification is not entirely 

satisfactor in th~t there re conceptual ctif~iculties 

of using subdivisions based on morphology, which,in most 

cases, actu&lly reflect differing stages of development 

in varied m&terials. Similarly there are uifficulties 

of distinguishing betvreen concentrated seepage and actu&l 

pipe development. Furthermore, it is not im.o·m if the 

fec.tures noted in the bedded ash really £re "the product 

of the removal of solid elastic rocks on a grain-by-gr~in 

basis in suspension in moving water" (l'arker et al 1964, 

p . 394) and whether or no~ drainage is ch&ru1elled through 

them in every case. However, the purpose of this classi

fication is for organisc.tion, and it is aimed to illus 

trate ~he similarities, rather th&n the differences, 

between piping 1·ocesses under bush and under pasture. 
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2. Piping in ~ass uovement Deposits 

Introduction 

1-'iping in relict &nd rewor·l::'3d mass movement depos-

its is present under both bush and pasture vegetation . 

The location of a well-developed system of pipes under 

pasture on the southwest - f·acing slopes is shown in 

Figure 4 . Hmvever, subsurface dr&inage under the bush 

has not been mapped because: 

(1) The microrelief and the dense ~~ts of support
ing tree roots, make piping difficult to 
locate. 

(2) The area of the bush is small and it is situ
&ted on c valley-side with~ limited c a tchment 
area . 

(3) Partly as a result of (2) the mass movement 
deposits are more homogeneous than th se down
slope from the amphitheatres, thus reducing 
the potential for piping. 

The piping is described in order of incre[ sing 

development, with examples from under each vegetation 

cover ·vhere relevant. .l-'_lthough very recent f'eatures, 

the ' pseudopires' are not true pipes and are described 

last of the Type 1 pipes. 

Type la Pipes 

In the class~fication, the Type la pipes are tabled 

as those developing in recent mass .1ovement deposits 

which consist of mixed, heterogeneous materials . As the 

only recent debris flow in the study area o c curred in the 

18. 
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PLATE VI 

(a) View from top of headrall of a recent debris 

slide and flow - probably some ba.ck1mrd 

rotational -movement initially. 

(b) Dense undergrowth on older deposits at foot 

of flow . 
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bush (GR N66/101376) these pipes a re not found under the 

p&sture t h e re. ( P l a te VI ) . This flo v , the u p slope por

tion of' which is covered by a more recent flow of f ine, 

homogeneous colluvium, is estima ted a t being 10-15 ye a rs 

old. 

No pipes were obse rved in the homogeneous material, 

although some seepage during settlement una oubtedly 

occurred, but the absence of surfnce litter and the pres

ence of numerous sma ll ch &nnels &nd f lattened grasses pro

vide evidence of considerable surface wash. In the 

heterog eneous aeposits of f ine colluvium and log s there 

is virtually no surface runoff, but pip es E:.nct zones of 

seepage have develop ed beneath or beside logs, and at 

other p ositions in the colluviurn where m: .. ter is channelled 

( Plate VII). Several pipes, u p to 8 11 in diameter and of 

varied section , were observed , but their length and direc

tion is not knovm. 

Type lb Pi-oes 

A pipe th&t is larger than those described in the 

preceding section has developed in a mounded deposit of 

stabilized, and predominantly fine, colluvium at G~ r66/ 

101376. The outlet, with a rectangular section 10'' high 

liy 5 11 ( Plate VIII), is ubove s::.nd-sized, we &.thered grey-

wacke forming the bank of the stream in the val ley floor. 

The surface depression along the line of the pipe indicates 

-



PLATE VII 

Pipes in re c ent flow J eposits: 

(a) Beneath log. 

(b) In surface colluvium. 

PLATE VIII 

P ipe in stable colluvium. 

(a) Outlet of pipe. 

(b) Collapse shaft still partially supported 

by roots. 

PLATE IX 

(a) Pipe upslop e from collapse shaft. 

(b) Dense root mat above pipe. 

(c) Tree upslope from shaft ana supporting 

roof of pipe . 
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subsidence. 

_\t s shaft eight feet from the outlet, some of the 

material supported by the root networl- has collapsed, 

revealing a hole 3011 deep and 40 11 wide, that extends 

upslope as a pipe (Plate Ix). There are no other col

lapse shafts, and a dense network of roots covers the 

surface of the ground for a further 50 feet up the slope . 

bove this point there is a conspicuous absence of 

trees or large roots along the line of the pipe (Figure 

5) , and a collapse trench 40-80" '1ide and 20- 50" deep, 

extends upslope at 15-35° for 8bout 100 feet. The devel

opment of the trench illus~r&tes the import&nce of tr•ee 

roots as c.gents of support, where there are no &ccumula

tions of boulders. J.t the dovmslope end of the trench, 

the pipe is 44" wide by 36" high &nd the bc::.se plane 

slopes at 30-450 for 7 feet to where the pipe is little 

more than a large crack (Flate X). 

The luxuriousness of the vegetation along the trench 

and its absence along the line of the pipe indicate the 

efficiency of this subsurface drainage . Although no pipes 

were observed upslope from the trench, there is no con

clusive evidence that they are not present. 

The outlet of a second pipe under the bush is at the 

base of the colluvium in a feature exhibiting character

istics similar to w~ter blowouts. This water blowout has 

occurred in the backwall of an earlier slide on the surface 
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PL TEX 

(a) Collapse trench. 

(b) Entry to pipe at dovmslope end o:r trench. 
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of the greywacke, where crac ks in the colluvium have 

been opened by water movement and by the roots of a tree 

growing directly over the pipe (Plate XI). A channel 

6 11 deep cut in the sur:face of the 3reywacke inctics.tes 

the importance of this pipe as a zone of water flow dur 

ing rainfall . The pipe extends back into the face as a 

crack and could not be located further up the slope.
1 

The largest and most fully developed systems of 

Type lb pipes have perm&nent flow and have formed in the 

deuosits infilling the gullies downslope from the amphi

theatres on the interfluves (Figure 4). ~.lthvugh there 

is now a pasture cover on these slopes end most of the 

collapse shafts are of recent origin, development of the 

actual pipes occurred beneath a forest cover (Chapter 3, 

III, 3). 

Ch&nges in slope along the floors of these gullies 

may indicate slump headwalls, but auguring has shovm the 

actual surf&ce expression to be generally the result of 

deposition lobes of flow material. (See also Lyford, 

Goodlett, & Coates 1963) Surface ..-msh following deposi

tion, and see:92cge and subsurf·ace flow along the earlier 

surface, have resulted in the rei oval of fines and sett

ling of the de~osits, with the result that rel&tively 

smooth lines of expected surface drainage overly accumula

tions of boulders and stones. F'low is along c.. network of 

ch2.ru1els that have been ms.intained at v::.::.rious levels 



L _TE XI 

(a) Water blowout and slide beneath tree. 

(b) and (c) Outlet of pipe and channel on surface 

of weathered greywacke. Root direc

tion strongly influenced by cracks in 

colluvium. 
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through these accumulc __ tions of boulders, but during high

intensi ty rainfalls interstiti~l sp~ce within the beds is 

sometimes insuff·icient to chc..nnel the tot c.. l flov, ond sur-

f'c:-ce flo .. results (.!:'ls.te :GI). 

From the surface these systet1s of subsuri'2.ce drain

age appear similar to those c escribed elsewhere 2 , except 

for the steeper slopes (up to 25°) 3 , but the presence of 

flOY/ on ~ rn .. unber of l e vels within & ch&nnel of stones &nd 

boulders, and the development of piping in an area of 

such high rainfall (mean annual tot&l on 6-~·ear record is 

56.011 ), are at vari&nce \ ith conclusions derived from the 

literature. 

Vertic&l collapse sh&fts (Figure 5), typically cir-

cular, broader than they are deep, and ,.7i th overhanging 

walls, are common along the lines of th~ pipes, s.nd ap ear 

to occur in all positions except on the steep sections of 

slope created by deposition lobes (Figure 6) . In 9laces, 

this collapse has created trenches, but these do not open 

into gullies formed by piping and co~lapse . 

.:.s the form of the piping zones and the nature of 

the deposition material are felt to provide useful evi

denc e as to their origin and mode of development, a section 

was bulldozed across one to illustrate the shape of the 

boulder bed, and its relation to the relatively Uffimshed 

colluvium at the foot of the side slo~es, and to the sur

fa c e of the greyvracke (Plate XIII) . 

As is depicted in Plate XIII, the boulder bed is oval 



Fig. S(b) X-SEC ON OF COLLAPSE SHAFT 
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PIATE XII 

Pipes and collapse features under pasture. 

(a) In flow deposits below amphitheatre -

many boulders. 

(b) Smooth colluvial slopes with fewer 

boulders. 

(c) (Seeoverpage.) 

Collapse shafts in area of (a), and in 

the stream in the valley floor. 
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PLA'I'.1£ XI I I 

Section through boulder bed at lower extremity of 

flow deposits. Broad boulder bed with greying of 

colluvial fines end insitu red weathered greywacke. 







PL_TE XIV 

( a) Swamp "Ii th seepage at various levels, 

surface flow on the left &nd an open pipe 

in the boulder bed, which is visible on 

the I'i_;h t. 

(b) The collapse shaft above the pipe. 

(c) Collapse of part of swamp as a result of 

mechanical eluviation . 
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in section, with a 1ide, flat base, &.nd is situated in a 

depression in the ,·1eathered greyvmcke. The fine sedi

ments and the greyuacke at the base of the boulder bed 

are stained and gleyed, with the limit of gleying being 

convex outwards from the base of the boulder bed. Flov 

is &t various levels .. .-i thin the bed and much of it is in 

the form of seepage through the fines bet·. een the stones 

and boulders . Seepage in the greywacke is between the 

fracture-blocks mid in some cases small pipes have devel

oped at similar locations. 

hlthough this section is at ~he top of a deposition 

lobe in the narrowest gully, it does illustrate the shape 

and flow pattern of these subsurface drainage systems 

(Figure 7). 

This piping, which is extremely important in reduc

ing runoff, is slowly regrading the very mixed and mounded 

flow deposits to a longitudinal profile that is smoother 

in relation not only to that of the underlying greyrmcke, 

which is broken by slump headwalls, but also to the valley 

side. 

Type l e Piue s 

Piping in some low-angle gullies dormslope from 

seepage-heads is similar to that of Type lb, but is less 

extensive. The floors are flat in section and are entirely 

s2turated, giving water movement throughout the mass , but 
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~oulder beds are necess&ry for the development of large 

channels (Plate XIV). 

Saturation appears to be due to the continua l seep-

age, with the low angle of slope of the weathered grey-

wacke cre&ting a ponding effect. On steeper slopes, the 

break in slope is marked by an increase in the breadth of 

the swamp, denoting the entry of a seepage line (Flgure 8) 

However, it is not knovm vrhat influence the increased 

water sup; ly has in maintaining swamps on steeper slopes. 

TYPe ld Pipes 

Type ld pipes are 'pseudopipes', a term which has 

not been observed in the lite rature, but which is used 

here to denote subsurface channels produced by processes 

other than piping. 

The pseudopipes in the study area are all small fea-

tures with a length/depth ratio of less than 1. They 

occur as small bridges over narrow ch8.Illlels through recent, 

predominantly fine, mass movement deposits. The pseudo -

pipes developed by one of two processes: 

(1) By collapse of a channel wall so that it is 
supported above the flovring water by its base 
and the opposite wall, and ; 

(2) By slump or flow material covering the channel 
(where there is a tree or similar material to 
support the overlying colluviumJ. ( Plate XV) 

The pseudopipes are relatively temporary features, 

but the second type is more permanent where the log base 



PL.TE XV 

Pseudopipes c aused by: 

(a) Vindthrow and mass movement; 

(b) Collapse of' channel wall; 

(c) Inlet, and 

(d) outlet of' pseudopipe caused by mass move 

ment; and 

(e) (see over page) 

Very recent windthrow. 







is solid and chfillllel migration is slight. 

3. TYPe 2 Seepage and Piping in the 

leathered Gre;ywacke 

25 . 

later moveme:_t within the mantle of weathered grey

wacke, although much less noticeable than thct in the 

overlying colluvium, is along the almost continuous net-

work of intersecting fracture-joints that have been main-

tained durin and by \'leathering. Lost of the movement is 

in the form of seepage with small pipes h2.ving sometimes 

formed at intersections. These pipes a~e generally less 

than!" diameter, although at seepage heads they have been 

observed 1;vi th a diameter of up to 111
• _\l though pipes have 

been observed in cuttings in the sides of gullies, it is 

felt that proximity to a free face, or more concentrated 

flow in the floor of a gully, is necessary for the forma-

tion of definite pipes. 

In the section at GR F66/105377 ~escribed in 'l'ype 

1b)_ (Plate XII) numerous small pipes, &nd planes of 

dampness with seepage concentrated into a small zone, are 

present in the gleyed gre;y,aacke beneath, and on either 

side of, the boulder bed. The upper limit of this water 

movement was at a lower level than the base of the boul -

der bed when observations nere made during fine weather, 

but this level may rise when hydrostatic .l:'ressures in-

crease during rainfull. 

Evidence for this assumed rise in the level of flow, 
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the interconnected network of pipes, sna the increase in 

hydrostatic p ressures auring r&infall w&s provided by 

studying the norm& ly dry b&ckv,alls of t, o slump slides 

on 25/5/67, follov1ing a rainfall of 2" during the preced-

ing 24 hours. Flow from sec tions of the fracture -joints 

wc.s considerable and the water from one 4 t1 diameter pipe 

jetted horizontally for nec.rly 9 11
• 
4 ,ill.en this pipe and 

the surrounc.ing zone of concentr&ted seepage ';,as blocked, 

floy1 vrns immediately observed from pipes and fractures 

higher up the face . This process ~as carried out in 

several positions 1ith a similar result each time. Pip

ing in clay soils generally bears some relation to the 

surface contour of the ground, but the features described 

here all follow the line of fractures, resulting in sin-

uous courses, with the angle of intersection at the face 

depending on howfar into the slope they are exposed . 

1.:here mass movement colluvium overlies the weathered 

greywacke, there is often a lens of intensely gleyed clay 

between them, c:nd this is a major zone of seepage that is 

very important in reducing shear strength ana cc.using 

successive failures within earlier mass movement features . 

No measurements of soil strength or shearing resis

tance ·rnre ms.de, but a rather crude gener•al impression 

of strength wc.s gained by pushing c. thin stick into the 

face. l'enetration of 4 - 6!1 V/f3.S typical along the fr&ctures 

from which flow had been observed, and 10-15" &long the 
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gleyed lens beneath the colluviurr~, but only 1- -i" in the 

&ctual blocks, thus indicating the importance of .ater 

in reducing sh~ar strength. 

Under the bush osmotic ressures from tree roots 

tend to open cracks and joints 7ithout breaking the pri -

mary structures, and groups of blocks break out together 

more easily th&n unde, p2s~ure. This accentuation of 

weathering and pedolo6ical structures appears to permit 

increased water ri1ovement, and so is irn_::;ortant in reducing 

resistance to she ~~· 

These piping und seepage fe2tures have been described 

in considerable detail for three main reasons: 

(1) This type of piping has not been described 
previously: 

(2) Although the r·~es end seepage lines are fea 
tures of microrelief, they ap~ear to extend 
over virtually the whole of the study crea, and; 

(3) ~rter movement ~t this level is believed to 
have considerable geomorphic si6 nificE..nce in 
the c..rea studied, in chwmelling vrater under 
considerable hydrost::.itic pressure f'rom the 
interfluves towards springs at seepage heads, 
and in the initiation of slides &nd slumps at 
these locv vions. 

4. Tyr,e 3 ?ines in the Colluvial Lsh 

Piping in the colluvial ash has not been studied 

extensively und the cr&cks and holes observed may be due 

to drying and to the decay of logs, respectively, with 
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mecho.nic &l eluvi a tion being of little i mport&nce in their 

development. Definite pe rcolines h ave been ob s erved in 

the a sh, but no channels that could be solely attributed 

to piping. However, water movement has been significant 

i"n enlarging the pipe at GR N66/128391. 

This absence of pipes may be the result of insuffi 

cient obse rvations, of almost unconfined flow through the 

loose Rotorua ash, or of the absence of bedded ash in the 

gullies, where concentrations of subsurf ace water above 

the greywacke are greatest. 

_lthough not occurring solely in colluvial ash, 

another system of pipes is present under the bush. Free 

spa ces occur around mcny roots 8.Ild it is possible th~t 

wetting and drying cycles, associa ted with osmotic pres

sures and the swaying action of trees, cre&tes open chan

nels that are enlarged by ~ater movement. Interception 

loss is not recorded in surface runoff, and i t is felt 

that, although infiltration rates are high under bush, 

(C&rnpbell 1945, Selby 1967a) the continu&tion of stem

flow and some of the surface runoff directly dovn these 

root chcnnels may be even more significant in the rapid 

movement of water to the major zones of flow 1ithin the 

regolith. 

5. Summary 

Piping in the study area is broadly classified 
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a ccording to them terial in which the features have 

develope d , and pipes under both p~stu~e and bush are des 

cribed. 

The major zones of piping are in boulder beds in 

the stabilized flow deposits at the toe of L __ r ge slumps. 

These pipes developed in heterogeneous materials, flow at 

various levels, and are dependent on the s keletal struc

ture of the boulders or the support of tree roots, for 

their maintenance. Similar piping is ~lso found in some 

swamps, and 1seudopipes may develop through the bridging 

of channels in colluvium. 

\;ell - developed and interconr~ected systems of small 

pipes and seepage lines occur in the fracture-joints that 

have been mcintained in the greywacke dur ing weathering . 

Various other holes and pipes are found in the col

luvial ash, &nd it is felt th&t the free space around tree 

roo us may be significant in channelling wc..ter to the lor,-er 

colluvium c.nd greyvrncke, but this has not been tested. 

III RECEN'l' ,:.ASS rovmr&rTS 

1. Introduction 

Lass movements mo.y be defined as the do··,nslope move 

ment, en masse &nd in line&r or sheet i'orm, of we&thered 

or unweathered surfc.ce m~terials. ~11 denud~tion proces 

ses a~e closely interrelated and the material moving 

downslope ranges from c.lmost pure ·;;ater through to debris 
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with virtually no liQuid content, but possibly fluid i zed 

by the content of interstitial air, through to almost 

pure ice . As the: ater content decreases, the mass's 

v iscosity increases, and with '", uniform ms.terial the slope 

ne cess&ry for movement also incre&ses. The coarseness of 

the nateriril being moved is also ~raded, as in the in

crec.sing proportion of fines encountered in a ran6e :rom 

rockfalls through debris slides to soil creep . 

1~11 m~ss movements are discontinuous movements of 

n:. terial. Thus, they all rec1uire a critic~ ..L she a_ stress 

to shear strength rutio to be reached for initiation of 

such movement. Once static friction has bt;;en bro~-rnn, the 

forces th~t cc.used r ,pture are sufficient to maintain 

~ovement until she&~ stren6th again exceeds she., stress. 

This is ·ener~lly achieved by a reduction in the angle of 

slo.9e, reduction in buoyancy thr·ough the loss of moisture , 

or stresses at different points on a blocl: car..celling 

each other. 

High-intensity rc..infc..lls, and associated subsurface 

Hater movement ·:ri th chc::n;es in soil rore - '.vc.ter :;,ressur•es 

and physical l)roperties, are felt to 1:>e of _prine impor• 

tance in ini tic.ting slo:pe failu:::e end r::c..intG.ining aoym

slope :--.:..ovement of c.islodged materi~ ..1., in c.rec.s of temper

ate hQmid climate (Cha~ter 4, III). 

8.IlY classific tions of nass moven nts have been 

proposed, bu"t it is thought that a hypoth ticc.l positioning 
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of Varnes' (1958, Pl ate 1) classifi ca tion within Sharpe 's 

(1938) scheme, and an expansion of some of the cold cli

mate forms as provided b<· Rar, ( 1961), g ive the most 

suitab le o.nd complete classificat ion that can be obtained 

&t present. }._11 the .'!hi tehall features c&n be classified 

·,7i thin Varnes' framework, v, i th the "11r ter blov.'outs being 

included as ' a ll-unconsolidated-·i,et -f·lov1 of mos tly pl&s

tic mc.ter•ials'. 5 

1ost of the recent mass movements in the study area 

are s imilar to type ex arnpl e s described and explo.ined by 

Sharpe and Varnes, and are no t described in detail. The 

mass movements a ll occur within the regolith , wh ich c n-

sists mainly of clay, silt and sand-sized ~~terinl with 

some boulaers, logs and tree roots, and subsurface w<.,.. ter 

is an important factor in their initiation and in i nflu-

encing the moo.e of movement. The ind ividua l movements 

may be in the form of slu_mping , sliding, or f lowing , or 

combinations of these, depending on the angle of the plane 

at the base of the movement, the amount unc concentration 

of the contained wat er , and the rate of change of water 

pressures. In the features studied the flows r~nged in 

fluidity from fairly viscous e c.rth floYJs, through mudf'lows , 

to the water blowouts. All the initi a l movements were 

'very rap id' to 'extremely r a_ id', but the settling of the 

deposits involved ' moderate' to 'very rapid' movement.
6 
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The term 'wa ter blowout' has been used several 

times in this thesis and , as c e rt a in of these fectures 

are described in this chapter, a short explanation is 

ne cessary. The term has not been used in the Ne w Zealand 

literature on mc.cs s movements, and the writer has f ound 

only two references to it in the literature from other 

countries. 

The first use of the term ' b lowout' was by Eisenlohr 

(1952, p .77) to name large holes that developed at a 

similar level along a valley-side in Pennsylvania during 

exceptiona lly intense rainfall. The soil from these 

holes h ad flowed to the floor of the valley without damag

ing the surface of the ;;round . The cause was a ttributed 

to a great increase in hydrost tic pressure, owing to the 

very heavy r a infall, and subsequent fa ilure a t the weakest 

points on the slope. · They occurred where a plane of shat

tered rock created a perched w&ter ~able. When the pore 

water pressures a t the surface of the soil be c ame critical , 

slope f a ilure, in the form of rup ture of the sod cover and 

outflow of the underlying mc.terial, resulted. It is felt 

th&t the se ruptures acted as sa1·et;y v a lves and p revented 

the movement of larger a~eas of slopes. 

The second reference to similar features was made by 

Hack & Goodlett (1960, p.45). They proposed the term 

' water blowout' to prevent confusion with blo rrnuts of 

eolian origin, end use of this term is supported by the 
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writer. The water blowouts described were semi-circular 

holes, &bout 50 feet in diameter, in the debris mantle. 

They occurred along the line of &n impervious diabase 

sill where hydrostatic pressures increased through water 

concentration at one point, as a result of interBecting 

fractures, during high-intensity rainfall. 7 The dovmslope 

movement of the material wc:..s consistent with that ae2cribed 

by Eisenlohr, being "either explosive or sufficiently fluid 

so that the soil mantle was not destroyed." (Hack & 

Goodlett 1960, p.47). 'l'he Yhitehall features are smaller 

than these and the rate of development rL.Ilged 1·rom collapse 

and s a turated flow to explosive rupt 1re. 

In the following sections the m&ss movements are sub

divided into those loccted at seepage heads and those at 

locations without a permanent, subsurface supply of ·water. 

2. Recent r,:ass r.:ovements Located at Seepage Heads 

The mass movement features located at seepage heads 

are noted in order of decreasing static friction, which, 

in the materials involved, appears to be inversely pro

portional to the vater content of the mass. Seepage heads 

are, by descr.;?tion (Selby 1967a, p.51), "sm 11 hollows, 

usually with terracetted backwalls, from which originate 

swampy channels infilled with fine sediment. ' They appear 

to progress upslope from the floor of the valley by mass 

movements in the backwalls during periods of intense 



PLATE XVI 

(a) Well-developed network of swamps and seepage 

heads, which are sapping upslope from the 

central foreground. 

(b) Slide at seepage head - hammer marks level 

of seepage. 

(continued following page) 





fL- .. TE XVI 

( c) Slump at seepage head. 

(ct) Scar above seepage head - possibly caused 

by the formation 01' a water blo\lout during 

high-intensity rain~all . 
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rainfall . 

Failure by slumping, sliding, and flor;ing is mo e 

cornr:~on at seepaQe heads ( _ l&.te XVI) than at other loca

tions in the study area, and gener1;clly involves freq_uent 

small mass movements with a verticsl displacement of less 

than 30 feet &nd a horizontal movement of up to 100 feet . 

Sliding along a 20- 400 plane on a lens of gleyed material 

or directly on the surface of the grey,ac~e is the us~al 

ini tic.l movement, degenerating to flow through loss of 

cohesion upon disturbance of the mass, and when some of 

the deposits remain on the slip plane. However, small 

slu.mps do occur under both pasture and forest. The 

influence of the ve0 etation on the incidence and form of 

these mass movements at seepage heads does not aopear to 

be gre&t. How·ever, there is a ten en ~Y for movements, 

subseQuent to &ny given failure, to continue for longer 

perioas li.Ilder bush than uncter pasture, where stock action 

smooths the microrelief ~nd where drying out ~nd vegeta

tion growth are more raJid. __ lso, cohesive bloc:rn tend 

to be larger under the bush, \'1hen a tree moves ·:ii th the 

slump or slide, but v.rhere the \Iater content is high and 

interparticle contact reduced, the absence of a turf 

cover often results in structural collapse of the entire 

mass ( Plate XVII). 



PL/·T.1£ XVII 

Complete structural collapse of saturated flow 

material under bush, v,i th the punga roots main

taining a cohesive block of material that slid 

dovmslope ui thout rotation. 





PLATE _:VIII 

'later blowout under bush. Complete structural 

collapse and s&turated flow rather than explosive 
rupture. 
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The break in slope, the high- intensity rainfall, and 

the continual subsurface supply of rcter are felt to be 

the most important causes of these sluups, slides and 

flovYS . The significance of these f'.. .... ctors is indicated 

by the tendency for mass novements, a t ~ositions other 

than seepage heads, to occur at a bre&k in slope c-,nd 

during high-intensity rainfall (Selby 1967a, b) , but to 

occur less freq_uently than similar movements \lhei>e there 

is continual seepage. The break in slope brings the 

flov, net closer to the surf&ce and increases the effec

tive shear stress weight of the mass, the high- intensity 

rainfall gives rapid incre&ses in hydrostatic pressures, 

and the cont1nuo.l water su:i;> ly results in a lower shear 

strength through reducing cohesion. 

The water blowouts involve more co:n:9lete alter .t ion 

of the mass upon rupture than do those r.1ovements des 

cribed above. Under the bush, structural collapse of 

an entirely satur&ted mass occurs, but f low ttppears to 

be for only short aistances, and it is felt th&t normal 

slid.es and fl o s may oc cur, Yfi thout the dense net1.10rk 

of fine tree roots and the concentruted subsurface flow 

that were present in each example studied ( Flate XVII I). 

~· water blowout under pasture occurred in the bac:'.::

wall of a seepage head at GR N66/128391 during the high-
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intensity rainfall of the night of 2- 3 February 1967 

( .t'late XIX). -~ dry pipe, in the form of u. large crack, 

extends into the face. This crack in the colluvial ash 

is widest at its base on the surface of the weathered 

greywacke. The fec:ture h&s oeen clc::.ssified as a wc:.ter 

blowout because of the rapidity of flow of the fine, 

saturated material. The mud flo\/ed rapidly over the 50 

surface of the svamp for at least 100 yards, forming a 

levee (Sharp 1942) 2 - 4 feet above the level of the swomp , 

on the outside of a curve in the direction of flow , 40- 60 

yards below the blowout scar . 

This upslope progression of seepage heads by these 

mass movements ~ppears to be most important nethod of gully 

development that is operating ot present, and has opernted 

in the immediate pc:.st, in the study &rea . 

3. ne cent Lass 1 ovements at Locations 

other than Seepar;e Heads 

Re cent mass movements at seepage heads under bush are 

very similar to those at seepage heads under pasture, but 

there are some striking differences betr1een those under 

the different vegetation covers on the drier slopes . 

Generally, the causes &nd types of movements are similar 

to those at seepage heads, and in the one slump rnd flow 

under bush that was observed,and w s much larger than any 

of the same type under pc.sture, seepage may have been more 

important than surface features indicated, because the 



PLATE XIX 

ater blo1out at seepage head. Hanuner indicates 

level of permanent seepage, below ~he pipe in the 

colluvial ash. The knife in the left foreground 

indicates the entry of another line of seepage . 
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movement was deep and oc curred on a l&rge dry slope. 

The most significant difference is the absence of 

sha low midslope debris slides and water blowouts under 

bush. Selby (1967a, b) has emphasised the extent, and 

freQuency of occurrence, of shallow debris slides on 

drier midslopes during high- intensity rainf0.lls, and 

although this type of movement, which was common in the 

greywacke ranges to the north of Vhitehall, did not occur 

in the study area during the 1966 and 1967 summer storms, 

gr ss - covered scars on disced slopes indicate that such 

slides have been numerous since land development. However, 

similar recent scars were not observed under the bush 

although bre&ks in slope may be evidence of older slides. 

The only features observed thLt ~re at all similar are the 

hollows and mounds from windthrow.
8 

This difference between the freQuency of debris slides 

under and on slopes with a pasture cover, and the absence 

of explosive water blowouts under bush, is thought to be 

due largely to the changes in soil properties thect follow 

the removal of the forest cover, but the small size of the 

study area may also be significant. Some of the erosion

inhibiting effects which forest have on soils are: tree 

roo ts keep the water table lower than do grasses, thus 

reducing loss of cohesion, and they also give structural 

strength to resist soil movement and fluvial erosion; 

forest soils are less compac ted, have more macropores, and 

have a greater content of binding humus than those under 



PLATE XX 

Mass movements beside road. In each case the move

ment involved sliding with some rotation and, in 
(a), collapse as well. 
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pasture; ~s forest soils do not undergo E S great~ volume 

chs.nge as grasslsnd soils, dryin~ creeks are negligible; 

and, interception loss reduces the r&pidi ty ,;ri th which 

pore - water pressures rise , and the litter L.1.yer reduces 

runoff c.nd s trex.1 erosion ( Selby 1.967a, p . 53) . 

The midslope slumys and slides th&t did occur during 

Cyclone Dinah a.re all on c slope above a roc.d, 1 • .rher•e 

undercutting had reduced stability, and &re opposite the 

trro slides in the seepage heads at GR l:66/111373 . The 

major slide involved the renewed movement of the colluv

ium from a previous f&ilure, and vms a1.ong a lens of 

gleyed clay on the 35° surface o~ the underlying grey

wacke. Folloring the removal of support by the slide and 

r2pid drcwdovm of water contcined in the ash, some of the 

colluvium for'ming the buckwall slumped onto the slide 

m~terial (?late XX). 

The most interesting features, though, are the water 

blowouts that occurred during the night of 2-3 Febru2ry 

19679 , ·when rainfa.1.l ·r-s most intense (Table 1B). The~

are both a t a similar level near the top of headwalls of 

dry gullies, Yhere the ·i1eathered greywacke is nearest the 

surfa ce of the ground. 

In wo.ter blowout _ (Plate XXI) , the E.sh flowed as a 

thin liq_uid to '"'' ponding are& formed by the road. T:.e 

only materiel remcining on the slope was some of the 
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collapsed turf c:...nd two smo.11 levees 3 - 6 feet apart, mark

ing the edge of the flow . /1_ detailed plen of this fet.. ture 

is sho··m in Figure 10, and the shape of the deposits illus 

trate s the very different type o:f f'lor: that occurred when 

m&teri&l, under lorr pressure , collo..1;.sed from the side of 

the scar during rc..inf"'ll on 2 .o.rch 1967 (CJ.9") c..md re

uoved the sods from the slip pl e . 

?ater blowout B (_late XXI) exhibited similar 

ch&racteristics to example n, but is noted here because it 

occurred on one side of ~ curved tension fr&cture m&rking 

an incipient s lump. This movement, combined with concen

tro.ted hydrostatic pressure, possibly ruptured the sod 

cover and resulted in the water blowout. The rupture may 

have reduced sherr stresses in the remainder of the m&ss , 

thereby creating the safety-vc..lve effect postula ted by 

~isenlohr (1952, p.78). 

'i'he finL.l ex8r.1ple of a recent mass movement wc.s not 

studied until af'ter the depos its had dried out and been 

r.iixed by stock action, and so the order of rupture could 

not be c.scertc.ined . Ho ·1ever, the , ovement ( G_ _-uC::/129389 J 

involved c.. slu..rn_ , .::..t lee.st one slide, &nd c. u::...ter blouout. 

The slide developed into on et~rth flo-..·,-, resulting in 

mounded deposits dmmslope fro.,. the scar . The uater blow

out occurred from on c..Lnost vertic.l slip plc..ne on the 

greywc..cke, at a b: e&k in slo~Je in the floor of the gully. 

The fine colluvi~l mc..terial florred 400-500 feet to the 



PL ~TE XXI 

later blowout A showing: 

(a) deposits from flow in March; 

(b) shape of scar and slip plane; and 

(c) direction of flow. 





PLATE XXI (cont.) 

(d) ~ater blowout B. 

(e) and (f) Cracks and holes in the Rotorua ash. 
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PLi.TE XXII 

Compound mass movement involving slump, slide, 

earthflow and \J_ ter blowout movements . Note 

hollows in gully floor - possibly c&used by 

piping and collapse, or 1ater blowouts. 
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r .• c:..in swamp. .. lt:vee for. ed up to four feet c:.bove the 

general level of the flow and &lthough so.e of the earth 

,as tr pped behind a log, most of it ilo~ed o7er this 

obst&cle and for a further 100-200 1:'eet C late XII). 

4. ....,lurnnary 

Recent m[..S3 movements in the study c:rea occurred 

during the high-intensity rL.infr..11 c.ssoci... ... ted .:i th the 

passage of Cyclone Dincil, nd durin the 'linter. ..11 the 

features observed re disc1 ete ex'" .. ples ·vi thin a continuum 

of proces3es, in .:hich the wecter content of the regoli th 

materi~ls, by contra ling the static ~riction of the 

m~ss, is lcrgely res~onsible for the t·~e of failure that 

occurs. 

'rhe importfillce of the subsurface r.re.ter supply is also 

indiccted by the similarity between the type and fre 1uency 

and type of' ma.ss movements on the drier midslopes, unere 

the soil-water reL .. tionships differ C8nsiderably bet·;reen 

forested slopes end those \Vi th a pasture cover . 



( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Footnotes 

.,as = simil ~ +-eatur~ observed at & seep ge he d under 
p&sture at G N66/128391 and is discussed in the 
section on TI~ter blowouts. Jill.Other under the bush 
is only a crack, but also has concentrated seepage. 

fa.n extensive survey of the literature de2ling with 
piping was me.de, and the various pupers c:.re noted 
in the list of references. 

This figure refers to the angle of surface slope. 
Houever, the ?ipes bene~th the steeper sections of 
slope, which are, essentially, depositional fea
tures of microrelief, rre thought to be ~ta lesser 
angle, clthough this could not Le measured. 

Loc.:..l f~rmer·s have observed water fountaining up 
to about 18" into the air at some seepage heads 
after periods of very intense ruinfall, especially 
follo.ling rainfall to vet the ground and recharge 
the tlow net. 

h specialised classification based on the type of 
movement resulting from different water contents 
was proposed by Terzaghi (1925, in Ladd 1935, p. 
1097) and most of the recent flO\r features c"t · .. ni te
hall would be included in Order B (plastic movements 
partly or entirely without s~atic friction), Group 
V (flows resulting from hydrostatic overload in the 
contained water called forth by overload - usually 
along joints and lines of seepage.) However, this 
is not in general use, &nd subclassification would 
involve the use of terminology from Sharpe (1938) 
and the ordering provided by Varnes (1958). 

These rates of movement are accordina to the scale 
of the U.S. Highways Research Board (~ckel 1958, 
Plate 1). 

The rainfall was not recorded but the authors believe 
it to have been as high as 30 11 in 4-;. hours (Hack & 
Goodlett 1960, p . 43). 

Windthrow (Lutz 1S4~, p.1) refers to the uprooting 
of trees wheJ:e wirn is the major immediate cause. 
=11 the recent exc:U1~les of windthrov in the study 
area involved ~a;a trees, \rhich have a tight, shal 
lov1 network of roots. 

41. 
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(9) The road was clear at 9.30 p.m., 2 February, but 
was blocked by saturated flo~, material the follow
ing morning. 



CIL<\FTER 3 • DISCUSSION O~ 'rH~ _./'-..SS LOV~L •NT r1'TD IPIITG 

PROCESSES IH ~'HI'11EH.:J.L _:._:rn THE SIGNI.1:<1IC1-JJCE 

OF SUBSURF .. CE ',.''\.T..:<~R .:OV.~L.ENT 

I INTRODUCTION 

The active and recent mass movemen"t 1·eatures in the 

study area have been described, and in some cases ex

plained, but the more general nature of the p~ocesses 

involved has not been discussed. nll these features 

appear to be discrete examples within a continuum 0f pro

cesses, from eluviation by solution, :hich is nearly 

continuous, to non- periodic slides end slum)s involving 

little loss of structure within the moving mass. 

Discussion is concentrated on the develoJment of 

pipes in heterogeneous colluvia~ deposits, the origin 

and influence of the microrelief under bush, and the 

causes and mechanics of w:::.ter blowout development. Jome 

of the differences between the scale and rates of proces

ses under bush and under pasture are explained in terms 

of the nature of the regolith materials, and the eifects 

of the different vegetation types on their physical prop

erties , in relation to specific exc:.111ples. 

II PlPif G L 

In the piping in the greywacke, water movement. is 

controlled by the fracture-jointing, and on the lower 

43. 



slopes at least, is felt to be flowing from the base of 

the weathering mantle or actually from a net within the 

base rock. Water flow through the fractures in the base 

rock is considerable (Collins 1955; site at GR I-66/063352) 

and has probably been maintained in the same positions 

during weathering. 1 The pipes are small and have invol

ved the removal of only individual part icles or clay 

gels. ovement is generally in the form of concentr·ated 

seepage through lenses of a s&turated matrix, and pipes 

may only develop close to a free face in the greywacke 

or where movement has resulted in minute crush zones 

along intersecting fractures. The removal of minerals 

in solution during weathering may also have enlarged 

these secondary interstices. 

The presence of gleyed and clay slip p lanes on the 

surface of the reywscke indicates that very little of 

the water :percolating through the colluvium penetrates 

the material that has been v,eathered in situ. 2 In fact , 

below some breaks in slope, the movement at this level 

is increased by w&ter emerging under hydrostatic pressure 

from the greY\vacke . 

It is concluded, therefore, that the subsurface 

water content of the greyvmcke is sup9lied almost cor.1-

pletely from the broad interfluves. It is also possible 

that the develoyment of deep percolines (Bunting 1961) 

on the interfluves may concentrate the entry of ·7ater 



PLi',.TE XX.II I 

Slide scar and maintenance as seepage head. (,ot 

related to general pattern of surface drainage . ) 





to the greywacke and influence the location of seepage 

heads, as the location of these features is not aluays 

related to the contour of the sur~ace ~rainage (Plate 

XXIII). Following initiation, this position is also 

maintained by the increased intake area (Terzaghi & 

leek 1948; arker ~964). This results from an effect

ively greater hydraulic gradient, caused by a reduction 

in the resistive distance, which raises the hydrostatic 

pressure at the outlet of flow and effectively reduces 

it along the same contour. 

III PII ING nr COLLUVLJ.. JJ-8:.t--OSITS .t~T ·:,HIT~H cL 

1. Introduction 

The movement of subsurface water and the develop

ment of pipes \lithin the colluvium are responses to 

controls that differ somewhat from those operating in 

the weathered gre;iwacke. 'rhe colluvial materi&l is 

mixed, is less cohesive than the greywacke, and has 

been made more permeable by transport. Fedological 

structures, especially where these are inf.iuenced by 

root growth, do influence percolation, but material from 

the faces and edges of blocks is susceptible to removal 

in suspension. kechanical eluviation appears to be even 

more rapid when the mass is still unstable follo:ing 

slope failure, and when it is composed of heterogeneous 
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materials. Following mass movement flow, the contained 

water seeps from much of the toe, but, depending on the 

nature of the underlying material , may be concentrated 

above it or be absent along that plane . 

In the study area piping and seepage do not appear 

to develop once flows of homogeneous materials have 

stabilised, except where the material is deposited on 

top of a swamp. However, vii th hete ogeneous materials, 

piping on quite a lar~e scale develops through mechanical 

eluviation. Depending upon the resistance to decay of 

materials providing the structural support of the wa· ls 

and roof of each pipe, these networks may be temporary 

or fairly permanent. Thus, the examples of piping under 

the bush, although developing in a manner similar to that 

in whi ch the systems observed under pasture developed, 

appear to be less permanent than the latter because sup

port is provided almost entirely by logs and roots and 

collapse occurs on their deca ~}lates X, XII, XX.IV). 

In order to understand the processes involved in 

the development of the systems of pipes at ~hitehall, a 

d iscussion of the general mechani cs of p i ping and the 

conditions necessary for its deve lopment follows. 

2. The ~echanics of Piping and Conditions Necessary 

for its Development 

Chemical eluviation involves the removal of material 



FLATE XXIV 

Pipe development in fine colluvium, and collapse upon 

loss of timber supports . 

(a) Inlet to one shaft. 

(b) Outlet of same shaft. 

(b) View of upslope side of shaft and logs above it. 

(Narrow shaft, 8 - 10 feet deep, be t ween logs.) 
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in solution, mechanical eluviation the removal of par

ticles in suspension, and in mass movements subsurface 

water increases sheer stresses, reduces sheer strength, 

and a cts as an agent of tuoyancy and dispersion, either 

along a slip ple.ne or in a zone of distributed she£~. 

Thus, concentrated seepage may result in the failure of 

a clay particle and its removal in suspension. ~,i th 

increasing concentrations of water small voids may be 

linked, thus creating a subsurface channel, which would 

enlarge through the s couring and backtricLling (Gibbs 

1945, p.144; Blong 1966) that a ccomp£ny turbid flow in 

bedded materials. ~ith the creation of a definite pipe 

micromass movements become important in its enl&rgement, 

and then larger slumps and collapse may occur. 

Piping is most common in areas of loose sand and 

s ilt v1here large hydraulic head differentials have been 

created over short distances (rarker 1964). This hydraulic 

head generally results from artificial factors such as 

irrigation or dam construction, but very high-intensity 

rainfall or a landslide blocking a valley can have the 

same effect. Concentrated seepage, c aused by this 

h ydraulic head, may result in the removal of' g rains II in 

suspension through the more permeable parts of a perme

able formationtt (' .... arker 1964, p .103) resulting in boil-

ing at the suriace (So'!ers & So·vers 1961) and entrain..'1lent 

that increases in rapidity v.fi th the greater effective 
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hydraulic gradient, from a decrease in the seepage dis-

tance, and with the increased size of the flow net. The 

volume of flo\1 in such pipes is l&rge, and they are 

generally a temporary feature. Upon collapse, surface 

stream flow is again dominant. 

The type of piping just described is an extreme 

form, but it serves to illustrate the conditions neces-

sary for the initiation of pipes, and indicates the 

development of the process. Fletcher, Harris, Peterson, 

and Chandler (1954, p .258) stated these necessary condi-

tions as follows: 

" ( 1) 'rhere must 1:ie a source of water, ( 2) surface 
infiltration rate must exceed permeability rate of 
some subsoil layer, ( 3) there must be an erodible 
laye1" just above the ret&rding layer, ( 4) water 
above the retarding layer must h&ve a hydraulic 
g radient to make it flow, and (5) there must be 
an outlet for the later&l fl ow. 11 

'l'he above example supports these conditions except 

for the reQuirements of a retarding layer. The presence 

of a retarding layer may control seepage and pipe develop-

ment, but it is not necessary (larker 1964) as the 

hydraulic gradient above the base 1, vel may be suf:'icient 

to initiate piping in the presence of the other necessary 

conditions. 

In locations rmer·e the creation of the conditions 

necessary and sufi.'icient for piping is less sudden, the 

water supply, in the form of' high- intensity rainfall , 
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springs, or irrigation can be the critical factor. In 

such cases, development occurs more slowly, &nd boiling 

is generally not apparent. .letting and drying cycles 

may also be im~ortant in permitting the entry of ~ater 

to the subsoil (Aurousseau 1919; Gibbs 1945; ' ~y,rl 1966a, 

b), ond deflocculation c.nd dispersion are i portant fac

tors in the development of piping in cl~.Y soils Cu tchison, 

Ingles, 1 ood 1963; CuLb Jrlc .. nd 1944; DO\mes 1046; ..i:merson 

1960; Ve.rd 19660., b, !.967: Nood, ~dtchison, Ingles 1964). 

On the b&sis of this discussion it is possible to present 

an hypothesis explaining the development of pipes in mass 

movement deposits in 'Vhi tehall. 

3. Genesis of the Pipes 

During the pre - Taupo eruption period of intense 

erosion at dhitehall, massive slumps occurred in the deep 

regolith on the edges of the broad interfluves (Selby 

1966). The material from these deep-seated movements, 

containing <-<-'-'be amounts of unweathered greyvmcke boul

ders, slipped and flowed dom the sides of the valleys 

(Plate XXV; Figure 4) in a series of lobes, and probably 

rith intermittent, pulsatory movements. It is a l so prob 

able tht:...t the floors of' the gull i es in which :nost cf the 

material was deposited already contained accumulations 

of boulders end colluvial fines from esrli(,r movements 

or stream erosion . The presence of a forest c over at 



:::'L_TE X V 

_A..rnphi theatres and depo s its. Note thc.t the deposits 

i nfilling the head of the centre gully in (a) is 

where the best development system of pipes is 

located. 



a 

b 

c 





PLJ'J.1 E XXVI 

(a) A line of seepage heads at a similar level in 

the deposits infilling the head of the gully 

below the central amphitht:atre in Plate x-v(a). 

(b) .n. single seepa,;e head in massive flou deposits. 



this time is not certain but is assumed, as climatic 

conditions Here similar to, or warmer than, those at 

present (Vucetich & Fullar 1963). 
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It is felt that seepage from within the heterogen

eous flow material of fines, boulders and trees, would 

have been considerable, especially if the slumps were 

associated with high-intensity rainfall, as was suggested 

by Selby (1966). ~urthermore, the line of springs at 

the heads of the infilled gullies, but below the present 

level of the floors of the amphitheatres, possibly mark 

relict seepage heads (Plate XXVI). If this is so, there 

.. ould also have been considerable movement of vater 

directly beneath the deposition material. 

In these deposits, seepage tends to concentr~te on 

or around impervious logs, and rocks, thus creating chan

nel flow against a retarding layer. This subsurface flow 

would result in the eluviation of considerable amounts 

of fines from the unconsolidated mass. ryith increasing 

development and coalescence of the pipes, and the decay 

of logs, the deposits tend to move downslope and towards 

the floor of the gully. These fines infilled the gullies 

further downslope and covered many exposed boulders . 

Some of the surface runoff, which washed fines from the 

amphitheatres and the debris, would also have percolated 

through to the zones of subsurface flow and increased the 

rate of eluviation of fines . 
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Development has been such that today the major zones 

of seepage and piping, which are maintained as subsurface 

flow by the skeleton-like accumulations of boulders sup

porting the overl ing colluvial fines, are indicated by 

surface depressions . Under bush the tree roots support 

the roofs of pipes in the absence of boulders, but the 

removal of these roots, nhether locally or over a wide 

area, soon results in collapse, and entrenched surface 

flow. This process of collapse may account for several 

very narrow gullies observed under p~sture in the study 

area, and may be significant in gully development (Plate 

XXVII). 

In all the examples observed, the boulder bed is in 

a shallow depression in the weathered greywacke, and has 

fine colluvial infill through it, on either side, and in 

most pl&ces forming a surface cover as well (Plate XIII) . 

Flow is generally near the middle of the bed with seepage 

at lower levels in the colluvium, and also beneath the 

impervious surface of the weathered greywacke. ·."ihere 

ponding occurs with a continual water supply, swamp results, 

and on some steep slopes the seepage occurs through the 

interstistial f ines (Plate XXVIII) . 

In summary, then, it is felt that the network of 

pipes in the col~uvial infill in the gullies on the val

ley sides have developed through the eluviation of fines 

and decayed org8.Ilic matter by sub surf ace f'lovr. This has 



PLATE XXVII 

Gully formation , p ossibly due to collapse in (a) 

and (b) 

(c) Collapse hollo\"/ in the foreground Yith the 

man standing at the head of a mass movement 

gully. 



c 



PL.,,.TE L VI I I 

(a) See~age through the colluvi&l fines between 

boulders on a 23 degree slope . rote the 

subsidence along ~he line 01 seepage. Thi s 

feature is svmmpy, following prolonged rain

fall, but generally the surface is dry. 

(b) Swamp at low angle of slope vii tl1 subsurface 

stream flOi'/ in a network of pipes between 

boulders . 



a 



resulted in a decrease in the volume of the flow depos 

its, and the accumulation of boulders in the channel 

floor. These boulders &re resistent to erosion and 

maintain pipes, through supporting the overlying col

luvium. Collapse is more rapid under pssture than under 

bush, and in time , the overlying colluvium may be removed 

to leave open streams in boulder beds, similar to those 

in the floor of the main ·valley ( l late XXI X). 

IV SLUMPS, SLIDES, DEBRIS FLOWS AND 'VINIJTHRO\ . 

The causes of slumps, slides and debris flows, and 

the mechanics of their initiation and development, have 

been ct alt with in detail by Sharpe (1938), Terzaghi 

(1950), Skempton (1953) and Varnes (1958). As the recent 

features of these types in the "fuitehall area are similar 

to the type examples discussed by these authors , only a 

short explanation of the possible cause s and r,1echanics 

involved is given in Chapter 2. In the introductior to 

this chapter, the influence of subs11r f '1ce water is fur

ther discussed, and the conclusion reached th&t in the 

study area the mechanics of slumps, slides, and flo~s 

are largely the result of the permeability and porosity 

of the regolith materials an~ the nature &nd size of the 

subsurf&ce vrater sup..c ly. Thus, slumps and slides f u.il 

along a p lane of' shear, \Jhile flo ·rn , involving an almost 

complete loss of s t ructure and static friction upon loss 



PL.Ni'~ XXIX 

( a) Strerun, sho. ing boulders, s·7amp o.nd su·osurface 

flow. (See fig. 7) 

(b) Pipe cutting off a meander in the stream in 

the bush. 
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of cohesion through the separation of particles by ~ater , 

undergo distriht,.ted shec._~. They occur rrost commonly at 

locations with a permanent subsurface supply of water, 

and where high-intensity rainstorms occur \';i th c.n already 

s&turated regolith . This indic&tes the importance of 

hydrostatic pressures tind their influence in rapidly 

increasing pore - water pressures, and thus in reducing 

cohesion throughout a potentially unstable mass (Taylor 

1948). It is not proposed to elaborate on these state

ments in this thesis. 

However, as one of the aims of this study is to 

&ssess slope failures under bush, a short note on the 

relationship betv,een small mass movements o.nd the uproot

ing of mature trees is felt to be necessary, with a wider 

explanation of the microrelief found under forest. 

1. r. icrorelief under the Bush 

The intensity of the microrelief under the bush has 

been stressed already. There are several possible expla

nations for such intensity, and it is thought, although 

no detailed study has been undertaken, that they may all 

contribute to some extent. The bush is on a south- facing 

slope , and this aspect on p~stured slopes often results 

in considerable terr2cette formation, and small mass 

movements is probably ~ue primarily to the moister condi 

tions prevailing on south- fac ing slopes (Plate XXX). The 



PLATE XXX 

: icro relief on south- facing slopes. (Note that 

these slopes are steeper than most of' those facing 

north and the angle of slope, which, however, may 

be influenced by the aspect, is thought to be more 

directly important as a control of micro relief . 
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effect of aspect in increasing dar:(pness \70uld be reduced 

by the bush cover, but it may be significant . 

A second factor is the different rooting systems of 

different types of trees. Butuzo,a (1962) found that 

mature pines with a deep tap root, and many thick roots, 

develop butt hillocks, and that spruce trees, which have 

a small, saucer-shaped root system, develop a podzolic 

.:'..2 horizon beneath them, but no mounds. In the study 

area, tawa and rimu appear to be co-dominants and the 

conspicuous regeneration of the former, and the lack of 

rimu seedlings, has been noted. l\1a-ture rimu trees have 

a very dense and extensive, platelike system of lateral 

roots about twice the radius of' the crovm, and massive 

centr&l sinkers. The rooting system of.mature tawas, how

ever, is compact and shallow to about half the radius of 

the crown, and has no tap root (Cameron 1963). A further 

significBnt factor in the growth patterns of these trees 

is that rimu regeneration is greatest on fallen logs, with 

considerable sunlight, whereas tawas regenerate on the 

soil , under a dense c.s..nopy (Cameron 1963). I ounding wo.s 

observed at the base of trees, and, although this is due 

in some cases to mass movements and surface wash, it is 

thought to be generally the result of growth patterns . 

This form of microrelief a)pears to be greatest under 

mature rata trees in the study area (Plate XXXI). 



PL T~ XXXI 

~i c ro relief at the base of trees . 

(a) _ata butt hilloc k . 

(b) '!ash material on upslope side of a rata root . 

(c) Lass movement deposits mounded against a 

tava tree . 

( d) Piping beneath the tree in ( c ), 1i th the 

hammer resting on fluvially deposited sand . 
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However, the main cause of r:iicrorelief under the 

bush at .. hitehall is the windthrow oi' mature trees. 

During high-intensity rcin::torms ~.nd associcted wind 

gusts uprooting is q_ui te com ,on on the lo,,er and steeper 

slopes, and is almost entirely restr~cted to tnwa trees 

(and-pungas). This is thought to be largely a result 

of the small, shallow rooting system of ta ·m trees, and 

the s a turation of colluvium overlying the more massive 

greyv.racke in the veE, thering mantle. Rimu, and other 

deeprooting trees &~·e p robably anchored into the grey

wacke, and are rarely uprooted, although they are taller 

and are in more exposed locations ( Plate x.:; II). The 

trees generally fall downslope, creat ing long, narrow 

mounds 1ith almost vertica l walls , vhich are perpendic

ular to the pit the~" created. '.,i th de cay of the support

ing roots the mound is 101;,ered and rounded to form a 

dome that is oval or circ~l &r in shape, do¥mslope from 

the pit. Nhen all remains of the tree have been removed, 

these f eatures closely resemb le the scars and deposits 

of small slumps or slides ( Plate XXXIII). 

_s t indthror1 is much more com ion than recent, shal

low, midslor e sl:.aes in the study area, it is thought 

that the former process .ay explain much of the micro

relief,3 and especially the small breaks in slope which 

vere noted earlie r. They do not explain the l a rger scars 

and deposits, and these are the result of earlier mass 



PL~TE XXXII 

Illustrations of the height and location of rimu 

trees in relation to other species in the bush. 





PL-_TE XXXIII 

l::indthrovr mounds; depicted in order of' decreasing 

relief'. In photos (c) and (d) the pungas and change 

in slope indicate the a.mount that the mounds have 
been flattened. 
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movements . ':inQthrow is also significant in creating 

conditions favourable for the establishment an ~evelop-

ment of f'orest trees, by mixing organic , 1&tter and the 

soi l horizons, by increasing both the mac ro - pore siac e 

and the non- capillGry micro - pore sp&c e , and thus the 

permeability o.nd porosity of the de~osits, and by·rais 
LL 

ing the heavy minerals- to the surface (Lu~z 1940). 

Y,indthrow ~lso produces "locc::l differences in the depth 

to the vr ter table - differences that may be significant 

in deterr.iining the relative abundance o:f species in a 

given area 11
• ( Denny & Goodlt, t t 1956, p . 60). 

s a c&use of mass movements at seepage heads, r 

other locL:.tions where subsurf'sce 7ater movement has 

reduc ed strength along planes of shear, the influence of 

.7ind a c tion, and the u:rrooting of' trees is less clear 

than in the creation or .. indthrov,r mounds. '!hen these 

movements occur 'the soil is satur·ated, and the· swaying 

action of tI'ees Heighted by interceytion loss is impoI'-

tant in opening structural pl&nes 5.nd, thus, in ~1tering 

the pressure and movement of subsurface water . This is 

especio.lly important where the base of the root system is 

ne&r the impervious surface of the c ohesive, rveathered 

greyvvacke. If this lever action opens pipes or lines of 

seepage under considerable hydrostatic head, a dra'!tdmm 

effect may be ex:pected to result, further red cing st&bil -

i ty. 
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It is felt to be si 0 nifico.nt thl.t herec.s \"findthro r 

on ridges snd miaslopes is gene1·ally not associated .!i th 

mass movements, the same r-ocess in zones of continual 

water movement is u"ually accompanied oy the fr ilur·e of' 

at least~ srnc.11 mass of scturated m~teric.l (!l&te A, IV).· 

The increc.sed :ater movement and hydrost&tic pr·essures 

~re felt to be significant ccuses in this accomp~mying 

slope failure. ·~ere uprootine recedes failure, the 

lever action of the falling tree end its irwact may 

induce movement of' the larger mass. In such cases the 

regolith materi~l is .ell mixed ~long the trun..~ or 

through the crmm of the tree. Hmrever, in other cases, 

the n:Jture of he regoli th mo.ter·i&ls, the subsurface 

.rater, and the root structure &nd srraying action of the 

tree involved, results in more gener•al slope failure pre

ceding the actual uprooting of the tree. Lnless the mass 

movement is large, the tree tends to lie on the surface 

of the slide or flou de osit~. 

The dirP.ct results of these basic p ... ocesses of ·.rind 

and ·;1ater movement accentuate each other, and though, in 

some cases, one may be obviously dominDI'-t, it is ·enerally 

their interaction that results in a combined failure , 

and onl:· the i .::mediate cause of' rupture c an be attributed 

to any one process. 



PLATE XXXIV 

(a) Slide combined vith windthrow at a seepage head. 

(The tree involved is to the left of the 

photograph.) 

(b) .'find throw on a dry section of slope, without any 

accompanying mass movement. 



•• 
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The origin and use of the term 'water blorrnut' is 

noted in the introduction to Char, ter 2, III, with a dis

cussion of the cnuses and mechanics involved . in the 

ctevelopment of these features. The most i wortant con

ditions necessary for their develon~ent appear to be a 

rarid and very large increa e in hydrostatic ~ressures, 

and regolith mc:lterials th&t permit these pressure increases 

·but undergo a localised and explosive type of rupture and 

flow of the subsoil vhen they become critical. Several 

features exhibiting the characteristics of 1ater blow-

outs ,,-,ere observed at \'ihi teha.Ll following Cyclone Dinah 

and these are described in Cha.i?ter 2, III, 2 & 3. Depend

ing on the properties of the regolith materials, and the 

nature 01· the \ ater movement and increases in hydrostatic 

pressures in each example, the development of these fea

tures ranged Lrom explosive bursting under the pasture, 

to very rapid and fluid mudflo\/ in one excinple under the 

bush. Complete structural collapse and loss of static 

friction within the flow material is essential. The 

large amounts of interstitial wl'ter in comparati\ely 

light and friable materials create a buoyancy effect sim

ilar to that of fluidization '\7i th entrapped air in large 

rockfalls, \'rhich 11 permi ts high speed movement of the fall 

as a flood of unsorted rocl: fragments over irregular 

ground and obstacles 11 (Kent 19b6 , p . 79) . The following 
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explanation refers specifically to the three explosive 

water blovrouts on the pastured slopes, and then refer

ence is made to the less extreme development of those 

under the bush in an attempt to a c count for these dif

ferences between them. In all cases the proximity of 

the weathered greywacke to the surface and the flow of 

mater i al along it indicates its effect as a perched 

water table. 

Rainfall at the time these water blowouts developed 

was the most intense recorded in the area (Table lB) and 

thus, would be expected to raise hydrostatic p ressures 

rapidly. In the seepage h e ad example the pip e and cracks 

would permit the rapid subsurface flow necessary to achieve 

this, but unless there were large cracks through the top

soil, it is difficult to explain the entry of the large 

amounts of water necessary for the development of such 

features in the midslope examples. However, if such 

cracks vrere present, and it is thought that they must 

have been , the flow into the extremely porous, allophanic 

ash would have been very great ·because the location 

receives the runoff from about four a cres of the compacted 

and sloping toe of an airstri p. 

In all cases water movement through the fluffy 

Rotorua ash is virtually unrestricted, and it probably 

concentrated in depressions along the surface of the 

we athe red greywacke . However, it is felt that the 
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pressures required f or the development of water blowouts 

would not have built up under the rainfall and conditions 

of water entry experienced without the presence of a res-

tricted outlet. In the cEtse of the seep&ge head example, 

this increase is difficult to account for, as it appears 

to have occurred on a free face. However, the outlet of 

the pipe may have been blocked by a small slide or the 

collapse of some of the overlying material . The pastured 

topsoil, with porosity reduced by drying subsequent to 
~ 

animal treading under wet conditions (Grad\lell 1960), is 

felt to have effectively blocked the outlet of flo\l in 

the other examples. 

The influence of the drying out of the soil in these 

slope failures cannot be stated in absolute terms, but 

cracking is felt to be extre~ely important. During a 

rainstorm of only slightly less intensity in .. arch 1966, 

the moisture content oi the soil is the only factor knovm 

to have differed significantly from the conditions in 

February 1967, yet slight sliding at some seepage heads 

was the only mass movement that occurred. Prior to the 

1966 storm the soil had been saturated by 2° of rain over 

a period of six days, but in 1967 there was no recorded 

rainfall over the two weeks preceding Cyclone lJinah. 

Although water movement through the Rotorua ash is vir-

tually unrestricted, the findings of Horton and Hawkins 

(1965, pp.377 - 8) that percolat ion 11 is a ccomplished 
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throughout most of the flo •r path by downv ard displace

ment of vater previously retained by the soil at ~ield 

capaci t~~ . • . even 'Ii th abnormally large mnounts of 

rain'r, indiccte that cracks through the topsoil may be 

necessary to create sufficiently rapid entry of water to 

cause water blowout&. The findings also ind.icate the 

importance of a critic~l r&infall intensity in causing 

slope failure, through permitting increased water move 

ment through the mo.cro-pores to a zone of' she J .... 

'l'he moisture content of the regoli th under the bush, 

the remoulded nGture of the colluvi ., the presence of 

root channels, rmd the absence of' s. ti ·ht pasture cover 

are felt to have permitted more general rupture at lower 

hydrostatic pressures, end ·.vi th slor1er ,. :.d less liquid 

flow and, thus, to be largely responsible for the dif'

ferent form of the vater blorrouts under t~1is vegetation 

cover. 

The third important factor is the nature of the sub

soil. It consists almost entirely of Rotorua ash and is 

extremely light and fluffy. .! i th moderate ue&thering 

there is a 20-30% clay content, 5 which is compose " aL."-:1ost 

entirely of &llophane (Field.es 1962). 1-llophane is a 

finely divided, amorphous 11iineral ( Gradv1ell 1955) with a 

11 structure consisting of hydrous alumina. octo.hedra ran-

domly cross - linKed by silica tetrahedra tending to 

regroup to a lmore ordereQ.7 kaolin structure". (Fieldes, 
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of allophanes, their tendency to ag£regate r,i th organic 

compounds, and other physical properties may be import

ant in the ty- e of failure that occurred. 

In the allophane there is no appr~ci&ble internal 

surface (Grailirell & Birrell 1954 ) but water is held 

there in single layers (Fieldes 1957) in a quas i-crystal

line f'orm ( Seo.rs 1960; Yong & Varkentin 1966). However, 

physical absorption of cations is strong (Birrell & 

Gradwell 1956) and 0 ives rise to abnormally high surface 

area values of water in hydration shells (Birrell 1966). 

This is of importance because allophane, by virtue of 

its extremely small p article size ana larga surf~ce area, 

has a high liquid limit, but airdryi.g results in the 

aggreg..._ tion of i'ine part icles end the liquid limit may 

fall by 505'0 ( C rad well & Birrell 1954). The allophane may 

be expected to have had a considerable effect on t,he whole 

subsoil in the zone of the water blowouts . 

The allophane behaves as a slowly reversible gel of 

high vater content and, with t,he high void ra1,io, is 

fairly sensit ive ( Grad·well & Birrell 19b4; Slrnrnpton 1953; 

Yong & '",arkentin 1 .... 66). The formation of aggregates 

results f rom ''s tronger cohesive forces be t ween particles 

within the aggregate than betveen aggregates " and !Jolar 

organic compounds, of ·which there a1 e considerable amounts 

in the al lophane , "form physiocher~ical bonds v, i th the 



surface a ctive clays which J}revent ore&k:do'..m of the 

aggregates on 1etting11 
( .artin et al 1955, pp. 11 & 28; 

Hutcheon 1942). The tendenc y to aggregation is high 

with allophanes, resulting in non- stid:y silt and even 

sand-sized particles and the under·estim&tion of the clay 

content of the soil ( Birrell 1966) . This unde1·estimation 

could rrell aid in the explanation of the f·luff'iness of 

the subsoil where the water blowouts occu red, and, if 

unterestimation is the case, then the influences of sur

face water absorption and the a ctive fraction would 

become even more important, as a result of the increase 

in small particles (Fieldes 1962). 

Initially, the allophane hydrogels contain much 

water , preventing shrinkage and further development 

(Fie~des 1966), but air-drying and incre&sed cross

linking result in more compact xerogels. The process is 

irreversible and it is the allophane xerogels which give 

these soils their friable feel (Fieldes 1962; Fieldes & 

Furkert 1966), as well as the influence of the high void 

ratio from aggregation and the airfall origin. However, 

acidity, which is highest with moderate ,eathering 

(Birrell 1962), as in the Rotorua ash in \fuiteha 1, 

encourages the pers istence of hydrogels (Pieldes 1962). 

Further evidence supporting this discussion is that the 

moisture and compaction char&cteristics of the materials 

ind ice.. te the liability to 1 ailure of' the finer textural 

members of the rhyolitic volcanic ash deposits (.Birrell 
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1952, 1956). Thus, the overburden and co ~action from 

the airstrip may also have been directly important in 

increasing shear stress. 

The higher moisture content of the percolines most 

probably results in the maintenance of hydrogels, and 

more rapid flow of moisture, and becc.use of this and the 

link to the surface by the flow pattern of the upper 

horizons (Van't /oudt 19b4; Leatherwood & Ieterson 1954), 

it is postulated that rupture and flow first developed 

along these lines of movement. It is also felt ~hat 

soil moisture flow induced by thermal gradients prior to 

saturation, as discussed by Gurr, riarshall and Hutton 

(1952) and Hutcheon (1956), would have been negligible , 

and certainly would have been insignificant as a cause of 

the water blowouts. 

The chief conclusion c..ra ·m from this discussion is 

that the ash a~ the site of the bloyouts is potenticlly 

unstable, c.nd v10uld, upon disturbance while saturated, 

undergo almost complete structural collapse and rheo

tropic alteration, .. ,i th the net loss in volume releasing 

internal ene gy (Hutchinson 1961). The nature of the 

deposits is felt to support this conclusion. 

The incipient slump influenced the exact location 

of the sm llt.r of the two midslope 7ater blo·:routs, and 

the centre of the other is felt to m~rk a percoline. The 

percoline and subsurface storin flow pattern may be 
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expected to have reduced she strength near the surface 

and vrhen the ·.mter pressure in the continJ.ous, loose 

layer of' the ash reached a critical level, rupture occur

Ped there. _ upture in this type of ,le. teri&l "ir. "ediately 

raises the .ater pressure ... Qt the oint in Question, 

and reduces the strength ... in this plLce to zero . 

. _s c. result, the stress increases in the u.dj acent 1- r rts 

of the . . . 1£",yer, and the high wc.ter pressure is also 

transmitted to these parts". (ljellman 1955, p.169). This 

is the type of rur-cure c.nd outilo:'.· that is believed to 

have occurred, being more ex_losive in some cases than 

in others. Exp1•essed slightly differeL tly, the "echs.nics 

of this failure involved rupture, followed by almost 

instc.nt&.neous boiling and entr::..inment until stability was 

re-established ith the loss of hydrostutic head, and 

collc.._pse of the overlying turf o.nd sections of the side 

walls. 

'.rhus, these water blmvouts c.re, in ef r"e ct, very 

short sections of pipe that undergo complete development 

from a stable slope to an open gull alrrost instantan

eously. 'l'hey form the intermediate, or linking, case in 

the range of piping and mass movement processes. 

VI SU. I~BY 

'l'he individual mass movement and piping processes 

discussed occur vii thin a continuum of denudation 
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processes, from solution to slumping to 7indthrow. Pip 

ing within the weathered greyvracke and the overlying 

colluviurn has been described ana discussed, as have the 

more discrete mass movement processes, with respect to 

the materials involved, the causes and mechanics of 

development, c.nd the significance of subsurface :1ater in 

causing individual failures. 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

Footnotes 

The settlement of sand-sized and li ttle - '1eathered 
moterial in troughs sup;lied these springs emerg
ing from the gre~1ac~e indicates the tepth or flow , 
the importance of me c hCT1ical eluviatio~~, a.I)d a 
source of some of the co~luvial infill in the gully 
floors . 

:o infiltration tests were conducted, but even in 
the more p~rmeable horizon of a soil developed 
from greyuacke , infiltration is in the order of only 
0. 09 cm/hr (I· acDonald 1961) . 

The conc lusion thc.t windthro7 is an important cause 
of microrelief in forested G.reas is sup~orted by 
the findings of I.utz 1940, Glld .Jenny & Goodlett 
1956, in the U. ·=· 

The heavy minerals (sp . g. grL-ter than 2 . 68) which 
wec.ther fairly rapidly and a e im;iortc t sources of 
nutrient elements, generally in~r~ase. ith derth in 
forest soils (Lutz 1940) . 

This clay content may be &n underestimation in many 
cases (Birrell 1966) . 

l7 



CH_u1T R 4. G~f~d..:.1 SU-..•.• '..J.,Y .\.ND COHCLUSION 

I SlJ __ : .. Ah.Y •• N.J COHCLuSION 0_;£.~rH ;' 1-QTIV~ 1 nm _.,J; D 

L"_SS LOVE":i:-;rrT PROC~~~~S _ _y_~ :. II'r.!!;H.~.L.L 

It has been stressed throughout this thesis that 

all mass movement and piping processes operate vii thin a 

continuum of denudation processes, and that any particu-

lar feature is the expression of a critical relation 

between sheer strength and sheer stress in the materials 

involved. Genera~ly the elastic properties of earth 

materials are such that tem~orary remoulding occurs 

~l,ost unnoticed, but the attainment of this critical 

relationship produces failure out of all proportion to 

the reduction in the ratio between sheer stress and sheer 

strength that is necessary for the ini tiL.tion of move1:1ent. 

Seepage and piping in the ,.reathered greywacke is 

primarily controlled by the fracture-jointing in the 

base rock. The fracture-jointing vras caused by uplift 

and was maintained during weathering by water movement 

and the development of cutans on the faces and edges of 

blocks. 

In the c olluviurn, the piping is generally related 

to the previous surface drainage pattern. It is best 

developed in heterogeneous materials, and probably 

originated under a forest cover . ithout the a c cumula-

ts 
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tions of stones and boulders from the nassive slumps and 

flows on the edges of the interfluves, these pipes col

lapse upon decay of the supporting roots and logs. ~ven 

1ivi th the boulder beds the development is to1,ards further 

collapse, through the eluviation of fines, and the re

establishment of surface drainage . 

Slumps, slides, and flows are most common at seepage 

heeds, indicating the imrortance of the piezometric head 

and the movement of su-osurface wc:-ter in lowering the sheer 

strength of the regolith, through reducin- the effective 

weight and interparticle contact of the mcoterials at 

these locations. ~his is also noted b~ the empirical 

Coulomb - Terzaghi formula, which is considered as the funda

mental relction of soils mechanics. 1 

The lever sction of swaying trees is im...,ortant in 

creating critic~l shear str0ss: shec strength ratios at 

seepage heads, and at drier locations windthrow is an 

important process in the creation of microrelief, and in 

the regener~tion pattern of the bush. 

' .. ater blo·.vouts are slope failures y;i th a mass move 

ment forn. that develop by failure involving almost instan

taneous piping and structural collapse. The more ~xplos

i ve Ylater blowouts develop ·.,here there is a rapid increase 

in hydrostatic pressures, localised rupture, and an easily 
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eroded subsoil. In the study area, the f'actors creating 

these necess~ry conditions appear to be: extremely high

intensity rainfall following drying of the soil; entry 

of ··,ater to the loose &nd fluffy, allophanic :'-otorua 

ash, which has physical :;:-roperties -:-1aking it es_)ecially 

liab.1e to failures or this type; concentr&ted water flow 

on the surface of the greyuacke, and; a dense pasture 

cover to permit the buildup of p ressures necessary for 

explosive rupture upon the attainment of a critical 

shear stress to shear strength r tio. 

Under forest cover the development of mass move

ments with the chnracteristics of ~ater blo1outs are less 

extreme, and are in the form of highly s~turated flovs. 

This results from the effects of the bush in ameliorat

ing rainfall intensity, maintaining the --mter table at a 

loymr level than under p &sture, preventin drying out of 

the soil and maintaining strong aggreg&tes, and in per

mitting ru )ture of the surface at lo.:er pressures in the 

absence of~ dense, binding mat of grass roots. In the 

study area all the bush is on colluviuin, 1.rhich is less 

susceptible to rcpid piping end flow-type failure than 

is the loose, airtoll Rotorua ash. 

The mu.jor effect on mass movement 01· the removal of 

forest cover, and the resultant changes in the physical 

properties of the soils, is to be seen in the absence of 
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windthrovr mounds and their replacerrent by shallo, slides 

and slunr s uhich are not c01 on under the bush . }a:ter 

blowouts appear to have a more extreme form under pas-

ture, but at seepage heads, where there is & continual 
t 

subsurf&ce supply of r:ater ana where mass movements most 

commonly occur, the type and size of failure varies within 

similar limits under either vegetatioL cover. 

Field evidence indicates that the three conclusions 

stated in the preface to this thesis do not apply to 

Whitehall. There is at least as much recent ~nd active 

mass movement under the native bush as on the pastured 

slopes; piping does occur under the bush, ana water blow-

outs, v1hich are clc.ssified as mass movements, flow, rather 

than slide, upon rupture. 

However, it is stressed that these conclusions apply 

only to the stu~y area and should not be extend~d without 

more widespread field observation. Lost geomorphological 

study in few Zealand has been undertaken under pasture 

with virtually the complete absence of even cursory stud-

ies under bush. =lso, analyses of mass movement features 

are often conducted long after their occurrence and so 

the importance of subsuI'face moisture and the nature of 

the der,osi ts as clues and mechc.ni sm of moverr,ent are not 

realized. Thus, it would appear that the conclusions in 

the preface, far from being based on erroneous observa

tion and analysis, are primarily the result of insufficient 
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field work under varied climatic, vegetational, litho-

logical, and structural conditions. 

There is a very definite lacK of _uantitative and 

advanced study on the impor t ance of subsurface \ff.ter as 

a geomorphic ~gent, and the nature of its different pro-

cesses under a variety of conditions. Thie .ay be due 

to a f&ilure to recognise its imDortance, and to the dif-

ficulties of observ tion and measurement bene~th the sur-

fac e of the ground, nd the necessity of con~ucting 

detailed investigations of the properties of the clay 

fraction and their influence on the regolith. 

II G1~l,.ESIS Oli, THE i.J NDFOR.S 

Selby ( 1966, p. 41) "assumed that the ::-1ain valley has 
been cut by a strerun which may have been "ssisted by 
mass movement. The m_inor valleys shm. virtually no 
sign of· strew-.1 erosion ano are thought to have been 
formed by mass movements . The present land surface 
indicates th~t this is of two main types. On many 
of the steep slopes ltrge debris slides with no 
rotational movement occur .... The second type of 
mass movement is a slum). . .. . Evidence of the 
rotational movement is present in the f'orrns of the 
riounds of boulders and ash in the 8.17.phi theatres. • 
The floors of the minor valleys are infilled with 
redeposited fine ash and weathe1·ed greyvmcke, which 
has been washed out of the mass movement debris." 

The present study supports tpis sug5ested genesis 

and provides further explanation of the development of 
. 

the long, narro ·1 gullies, some of which were infilled by 

the large debris slides and slumps th~t formed the amphi 

theatre - like feotures on the s~eep slopes and &t the 



PLATE XXXV 

(a), (b) and (c) illustrate a variety of gully forms 

that are found in the study area . 







PLATE XXY:V (cont.) 

(d) A fairly steep-sided gully caused by mass 

movement. Seepage is present immediately 

bel0\7 the surface of the mounded deposits in 

the foreground. 

(e) and (f) illustrate a similar gully under 

pasture. 'Ehis gully develo:.?ed under bush 

but has been smoothed by discing a~d stock 

trarnpling. Seepage is present ~t the break 

in slope in the middle background. 

(g) and (h) show similar, but shallower, gullies 

under bush and with a pasture cover . 
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edges of the interfluves. Observ&tions of numerous 

gullies at various sta'-·es of develop1aent hc.s led to the 

conclusion th~t they formed under forest, and that small 

mass movements at the outlet of zones of continual, or 

intermittent, concentrated seepage have been the chief 

[.gent in their development (Pi'ate XX.XV). 1..any incipient 

and well-formed gul_ies under bush and under ")asture con

tinue to develop by these processes at vresent. 

A very good example of this type of gully develop

ment is found £'t GR Y66/100377. The flov, and w&sh depos

its at the mouth of the gully are aln1ost level, but form 

a bank at the stream, c.nct the surface flo\/ is only 

slightly incised (Flate XX.XVI). Further up the gully 

the \Jalls have been steepened by mass movements and the 

floor is very rough, with a deeply incised channel in 

the predominantly fine, colluvium. Numerous small mass 

movement features are found along this channel, 1ith 

pseudo-pipes, seepage along logs, and sm~ll waterfalls 

as v1ell ( i'late XXX.VII). About 150 } ards upslope from 

the gully mouth is a small, but deep, amphitheatre caused 

by mass movements, and five major lines of seepage, three 

of them in gullies, enter this feature (Plate XXX.VIII). 

':.i th continued development these gullies may coalesce 

and create a much lQrger amphitheatre. One of the gullies 

appears to be fairly stable c:::.t pr·esent, another has a 

7ater blowout, or thin liq_uid flor, at its head, and the 



PLATE XXXVI 

The lower section of a mass movement gully under 

bush. 

(a) F l at floor at the mouth of the gully, with 

incising channel. 

(b) Vertical bank vrhere the floor of the gully 

intersects the stream in the valley floor . 

The dense mat of tree roots reduces erosion, 

but collapse of sections of the bank is 

c ommon . 





PL"..TE XXXVI I 

Licro relief features in the middle section of the 
gully. 

(a) Deep, narrow channel . 

(b) Similar to (a), but channel almost covered by 

colluvium and vegetation at the surface of 

the flow deposits . 

(c) .A small waterfall, illustrating the importance 

of logs and boulders in influencing water move

ment in gullies of this type. 

( d) 'fhe knife is in a log with seepage and gleying 

around it. This water movement had caused a 

small slump, which revealed the lens of gleyed 
clay and the pipe along the log. 

(e) The shape of the gully wall, c:.nd the shaI'P 
break in slope at the upper limit of mass 

movement. 
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PL TE XXXVI I I 

(a) through to (d) illustrate the shape of the 

deep amphitheatre at the head of the gully. 

( The shador,s indicate the angle of eo.ch 

photo in relation to a single datum.) 

(e) depicts the back wall of a slump or slide 

near the amphitheatre, and it illustrates 

the share of the amphitheatre more clearly 

with less obstruction from trees. 
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third appears to be developing by piping, collapse, and 

small slumps and slides (_-late XXXIX). In each case, 

the movement of subsurface ·m t er h&s been of' breat i mpor-

tance in influencing the form and sc&le of develoJment . 

The importance of concentrated subsurf~ce flor is 

evidenced by the large number of mas s movements occurring 

at gully heads, \:here there are either springs or percol-

ines. Ge omorphic ,recesses, but especi&~ly land develop-

ment, have smoothed the outline of these gullies cilld, 
. 

'. i th surface 7ash ,- have infilled the :'lo ors u i th f ine 

mc.terial. t seep ge heads, m&ss movement material set-

tles ~.end forms shc..llow swrunps. 

· any of these gullies are developing upslope &long 

2 the floors of l &r e debris slides and slumps th&t do not 

have surfoce flo\/. Others are for ing on long slopes 

rh ich show no evidence of large-scc.1-e .. mss movements. 

However, in every case, subsur·fc.ce we.. ter flow c. )l)ec..rs to 

be present dur ing the occurrence of the m~ss movements 

thc.t create these gully forms. 

The dif erent stages of development of these gull ies, 

and the nrture of the processes operating at present, 

provide considerable evidence in su p ort of Selby's con-

clus ion, ,.hi ch i s based primarily on the 1·ese!'}.ce of 

these ~·ullies, and on the fol"' ... of the mphi thes.t1·es, 

( •;;hich Cotton & Te ~ U:.."'1. ·a 1955a, !v and Stevens LI957a ,_g/ 



PLATE XXXIX 

Plate XXXIX depicts the form of the three gullies 

upslope from the amphitheatre, and it also 

indicates the method of development of each. 

(a), (b) and (c) show a gully that is stable at 

present, but has developed b y small mass 

movements which have been sufficiently fluid 

not to remove some of the pungas in the floor 
of the gully. 





PLA~~ AA~ IX (cont . ) 

(d) illustrates a water blowout at the head of 

the second gully. ~his water blowout has 

truncated the boulder bed (e) of the original 

line of the gully. 





PL _TE XXXIX (cont.) 

(f), (g) 2nd (h) are photographs of the third 

gully. 

(f) depicts a pipe and a small slide. 

(g) is of a windthrow mound at a small seepage 

head a little further up the slope . 

(h) is just upslope from the seepage 11ead end 

appears to oe a collapse hollow. ( tis 

assumed tho.t worms of the size shorm in ( h) 

may play a signific&nt p~rt in promoting 

r&pid drainage, ond hence eluviation, from 

such hollows.) 
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actually Qttributed to solifluxion processes iI'- the 

.:ellington area). Selby concluded that 11 Cotton' s 

statement, 'Relief of' fine texture due to sc-c..l:::'ture by 
strea.rns of rU.c"'Tiling ,&ter is cho.racteristic of Eei.·r 
Zealt:;.I1d' (1958a, p.187) has to be modified to 
include mass n_overr.ent. Lc..uder I s sug5 es tion that 
••. 'there has been only moderate modification 
of our landscape in the l~st 10,000 or even 
10),000 years' ... likewise has to be modified • 
. • • 'l'he outstandin~ feature of the northern 
greyrracke ranges is the incm'1:._ etence of contem
porary strearr.. erosior and the stbn-~ic~nce of 
mass movement." (.._elby 1966, p.43) 

Equilibrium theory does not explain the origin of 

the lhitehall landforms, but it does aid in providing a 

f"rar:iework for vie-7ing and understanding them. In the 

equilibriu..~ concept the entire topography is a single 

system, but individual segments may undergo discrete 

c..djustment to local changes in energy input. Thus, in 

every area at any ~articular time there are some fee. -

tures that are in equilibrium and others that a ·e not 

(Schumm & Lichty 1965) . In an area such as that being 

studied, vher•e mass movement is the primary agent of 

landform sculpture, slope stability indic ..... tes a steady 

state . Thus, the ar1pni theatres are now st,1....ble, and 

a chieve stability for the interfluves between them, 

but discrete seg.ents of the valley-side slopes still 

fail during rainfall intensities ,ith a fairly short 

return period . 
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This readjustment involves the concept of interdependence 

of all parts of the lan~scape and environment, that u&s 

expressed by G. K. Gilbert ( 1877). r:el ton ( 1957 , 1960) 

and others (e . g. Selby 1967a) have also stressed this 

interdependence of v riables in the lcndscape, with land

surface morphology at any given time being fill expression 

of their total interaction, and oppose any single - cause 

explanation of landform features. \/hen there is a change 

in the flow of materials into the 'open system of the 

landscape this interaction of variables is also altered 

and causes reaajustment to take plGce (Strahler 1950), 

but there is no particular cycle or succession of changes 

through which the forms inevitably evolve (Hack 1965). 

However, even with the attainment of a condition of 

djrnamic equilibrium, the system is one of wor~ and through

put of ener y, and can never achieve the stctic condition 

of maximum entropy (Leopold and Langbein 1962 1 that 

appears to be implicit in the closed system framework of 

Davisian geomorphology. 

The influence of lithology and structure on land

form develo_pment is well-known ( Jackson 1966; ,._el ton 

1957; Russell 1S5J ; White 1949), for "the form produced 

by a given process a c ting on any given rock is main

tained as erosion proceeds. 11 (hac:rc 1966, p . 6). In the 

l~itehall area recent uplift of the hard basal gre~wacke 

has resulted in the maintenance of broad, rounded 
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interfluves and moderately steep slopes with incising 

streams in the main valleys . Valley-side gullies are 

formed entirely within the regolith and as mass move 

ment is the chief process in their development and is 

still active, this is felt to indicate an imbal~nce in 

the system. 1o!i thout such an imbalance the steEdy state 

"manifests itself in the development of certain topo

graphic forrn characteristics which achieve a time 

independent condition. . . . Brosional and tr'ansporta-

tional processes mearnihile produce a steady flow 

of water and waste from and through the landform system". 

(Strahler 1950, p.676). "_-1.s the landmass is reduced, 

both slopes and stream gradients are reduced, being 

slowly and continuously regraded to maintain approximate 

equilibrium." (Strahler 1950, pp.810-11) and this is 

accompanied b;. a reduction in the rate of '.veathering 

and denudation "because of the lesser potential energy 

available in any Jart of the system 11 (Hack 1965, p.8). 

However, there is no evidence that this graded develop

ment is occurring in "!hitehall . 

This im0alance in the expression of the interaction 

between landforms and environment in the ·,:hi tehall urea 

is felt to be due to changed sets of conditions caused 

by the recent and ra::;-id uplift, the aepth of' 11eathering, 

the deposition of ashes resulting in overburden compac-

tion and a regolith \'lith varied physic&l properties, and 
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by the occurrence of high-intensity rainfalls. Gf 

these changes the last is undoubtedly the most important 

in causing mass movements in Vihi tehall. '.rhe first three 

are slow processes end this is significant becc..use earth 

materials all have a certain elasticity (Holmes 1965; 

Strahler 1952) and may adjust to slow changes without 

failure, but high-intensity r&infall creates very altered 

conditions instantaneously, in geologic time, and rup

ture, which is irreversible, generally results. The mass 

movements that occurred in the study area during Cyclone 

Dinah (1967) exen:9lify the importcnce of high-intensity 

rainfalls in creating a critic 1 rel~tionship between 

shear stresses Wld shear streng..: , especially when the 

ratio has alrec;.dy "been reduced by other factor's. T~-e 

effects of high-intensity rainfc.11 in causing widespread 

slope failure have, duPing recent years, been emphasised 

by several writers (:olman & Liller 1960; Blong 196b; 

Bunting 1964; Elder 1963; Grc--nt 1965; Jackson 1966; Scott 

1963: Selby 1966, 1967a, b). Once rupture has occurred 

smaller failures continue to occur 1ithin L~st features 

as a result of the ovcrsteepened walls and, in the Hhite

hall area, the supJly of concentratea seepage to reduce 

cohesion and effective weight of the material. One 

result of this tendency is that gul~ying te1ds to continue 

at various levels \ithin any one feature, E this is 

very unlike the regular type o slope retre~t by gullying 

-------·· ----------------------" 
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tha t Beaty (19 59) postul a ted . This i s a lso clea rly 

illustra ted in the s e ries o f slump s e nd slides occurring 

within each othe r on t he end faces of m&:1.y s purs, trun

c E ted by a c t ive streain erosion, in the Te rti a ry banded 

muds tones nd silts tones in parts of the Gisborne - '.!a iroa 

area . 

~!i th the reduc tion in potenti a l ene rgy tha t is con

current with development tovmrds a steady stb te, the 

forces required to initi a te failure on any p a rticular 

slop e facet will tend t o increa se . However, in the open 

system of the lo.ndscan e, this simp le closed system c a se 

is complic a ted by the input of energy and r,1ater i u l f rom 

higher u p the v a lley sides, as , for example, with the 

outflow f rom t h e amphithe a tres and other mass movements. 

Thus, although ma n y of the slopes appe a red to be a pproa c h 

ing a stea dy st a te, mass movements have occurred fre Quently 

during high-intensity rainfa lls f ollowing the remov a l of 

the bush . 

.,\t p resent, the study area is a l &ndsc ape wi t .1 

stable interfluves , less s ~able v a lle~ s ides under p as 

ture where sh&llow slide p lanes dev elop , and potential 

inst cbi l ity a t the outlet of zones of c onc ent rated seep 

a ge, with mass movements tending to conc entra te in the 

sca rs or dep osits of e a rlier slop e f a ilures . 
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IV G.i:!ff BRAL CONCLUSION 

The geomorphic processes and features described a ·1d 

discussed in this thesis all a pear to be discrete 

examples .ri thin a continuum of· denudation .9rocesses, 

from the continuous, or ne~rly conti1 U)us, eluviation 

by solution of cert~in minerals, to non-periodic slides 

and slumps involving little loss of structure vii thin the 

moving mass . .Vind throw provides an intermedi ~te type of 

process linking eolian and m&ss movement processes, and 

water blor:outs appear to link mass movement and piping 

processes . These processes are ccting entirely within 

the regolith, which consists mainly of' silt and clay

sized material, and contains some undec a yed org&nic mat

ter and cores tones of' unv,ec-thered greywacke . 

Throughout this range of geomorphic processes noted 

in \1hi tehall, the chief variation appears to be in the 

void ratio and water content of the mass, and the nature 

of the water movement . These factors are strongly 

influenced by the p ermeability, p orosity, and stability 

of the materials at different levels within the regolith, 

by the depth of the water table, end by the si s e and 

availo.bility of the potential water supply. 

'l'he basic processes of geomor~.hi c development in 

the study area are the weathering of the regolith 8.Ild the 

subsurface .iovement of water under g r a vity. Under certain 

conditions the interaction of these processe s becomes 
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critic&l and failure of part of the regolith occurs. 

Subsurface water, through increasing shear stresses and 

reducing shear strength witnin the mass oft.he weathered 
f 

material, is extremely im~ortant in creating these 

critical conditions. The individual piping cilld mass 

movement processes described and dis c ussed are disting-

uished largely from the fornJ. of this failure and the 

nature of the subsequent movements, Nhich are generally 

indicated by the shape of the scar and the shape and 

c ontent of the resultant deposits. These processes are 

primarily res~onsib~e for the valley side moryhology in 

the study area, and surface fl0\7 appears to be relatively 

ineffective as an agent of erosion on these slopes. 

The final conclusion drawn from this brief and super-

ficial study requires n.uch substc..ntia"tion by: detailed 

investigations of the flow nets in and be. _eath the rego-

lith in relation to rainfall intensity and previous dry-

ness ; testing of the ph-sical properties of "the regolith 

materials in different stages of remoulding and at dif-

ferent moisture contents; studies of the relationships 

between soil moisture and soil strength under different 

vegetation covers and at different degrees of compaction, 

and: by multivariate ~nalyses to establish the presence 

or absence of a significant correlation between rainfall 

intensity, the length and angle of slope, hydrostati c 

pressures , and the treQuenc y and magnitude of various 
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mass movement processes . Ho1ever, initi&l finuings in 

the study area indic~te th&t the influence o~ subsurface 

water on slope , stabilit~ is such that not only is the 

s t atement in the l. S. Bu1 ... eau of Public tl ads' handbook 

of L&ndslide Investigations ( p .19 ) thc, t na roundwate r 

•.• is the most i nportant contributory c ause of land

slides" conclusively sup.l.orted by this thesis, but that 

subsurface !c..ter is a rr.ajor agent of l anaform develop

ment ir:. the ash-mantled greyrrncke ranges at Jhi teha 1. 



Footnotes 

(1) The formula is: s = c (0 - hw) tan¢ where: 
sis equivalent to shearing strength; c to 
cohesion of soil particles; 0 to the pressure 
normal to the shear plane; hw to the hydro
static head of p ore-water; and¢ to the angle 
of interna~ friction. 

(2) All the amphitheatres that were investig' ted 
occurred between the Rotoma and Taupo eruptions, 
as the pre -Taupo ashes are mi·ed with weathered 
greywacke, but the Taupo lapilli overlies the 
features in a thin layer. This indicctes a 
period of very intensive erosion, and high
intensity rainfall is suggested as a probable 
cause. (Selby 1966). 



_:.:lENDIX .HI'l'~H; .. .LL R__IN1'~3L iL,.TA, 1962 - 1967 

The following table is based on local records and it 

should be noted that the number of raindays is only the 

number of days on which rainfall ·vas recorded, and thus 

would not include days on which there was only a light 

shower, although an automatic recorder would have regis-

tered these falls. However, the table is presented to 

shov, the variability of the rainfall , both in total and 

intensity, and this is clearly illustrated • 

Year, month 

1962 
T."arch 
April 
r,ay 
June 
July 
.,\ugust 
September 
October 
November 
December 

1962, Total 
0 . -D.) 

1963 
January 
February 
1'.:arch 
April 
~1ay 
June 
July 
Augus t 
Sentember 
October 
noverrber 
De cerrber 

1963, Total 

Total fall 

7.68 
4.97 
6 .58 
7.14 
5.31 
6.12 
3.34 
9.11 
7.23 
6.24 

62.58 

2.40 
2 . 96 
2 . 40 
1.48 
4 . 04 
5 . 47 
9 . b5 
3 . 61 
3 .43 
1. 58 
3 . 14 
3 . 05 

44 . 82 

.l:{ecorded 
raindays 

7 
4 
6 
6 
6 
8 
b 
9 

10 
9 

70 

6 
6 
6 
7 

11 
12 

7 
5 
4 
7 
8 

79 

Greatest 
24 hour fall 

2 .50 
2.33 
%. 25 
2 .43 
1. 71 
1.44 
1. 22 
2.00 
1. 57 
1. 63 

2 . 50 

1.06 
1. 20 
0.47 
1. 20 

1-1.0'5 
1.40 
1.28 
1.07 
0 .69 
0 .7 5 
1 . 30 

1.40 

ins 

84 . 



Year. mont h 

1964 
January 
February 
r.:arch 
Apri l 
r\:ay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
De cember 

1964, Total 

1965 
January 
February 
Larch 
Apr i l 
flay 
June 
July 
.":..ugust 
September 
October 
:Tovember 
December 

1965, Total 

1966 
January 
February 
i. arch 
l'.pri 1 
__ ay 
June 
July 
Augus t 
September 
Octooer 
.rovember 
De cember 

:!..966, 'l'otal 

Total fall 

2 . 47 
1.44 
5.43 
1.85 
6.26 
6 .10 
6.65 
5.80 
6 . 10 
6 . 03 
2 .29 
3 . 37 

55 .67 

4 . 08 
6 .71 
4 .96 
3 .76 
6.15 
3 . 92 
6 .04 
6 .77 
1. 63 
2 .99 
3 .66 
3 . 20 

53.87 

7.25 
3.48 
7 .73 
4 . 89 
3.40 
5 . 93 
5 . 88 
4.71 
5.00 
1. 58 
5 . 58 
4 . b9 

60 .10 

Recorded 
r a inaays 

2 
11 

2 
13 
12 
20 
14 
14 
14 
10 

7 

119 

5 
9 
9 
6 
7 
6 

10 
10 

6 
7 
8 
8 

91 

7 
10 

6 
5 
8 
8 
7 
9 
4 
9 
8 

81 

Gr eatest 
24 hour f'all 

1. 34 
1. 93 
1.30 
1.43 
1. 50 
0 . 90 
1.15 
1. 20 
0 . 96 
O.b9 
1. 61 

1. 93 

2.07 
2 .40 
2.15 
2 .30 
1.73 
1.80 
1.13 
1.98 
o. 03 
1. 55 
0 . 90 
1. 26 

2 . 40 

1.40 
4 . 02 
1. 51 
2 .90 
2 . b5 
1.45 
2.00 
2 . 07 
1.00 

1 -1. 75 
1.44 

4.02 

85 



Year, month Total fall Re c orded Greatest 
rLindays 24 hour :fall 

1967 
January 4 . 08 8 
:B'ebruary 9 . 84 6 6.16 (21 hrs) 
I"arch 6 . 39 5 2 . 65 
Lpril 1.47 5 0 . 53 
:._ay 5 . 87 7 2 . 00 
June 1.04 6 0.61 
July 3 . 58 6 1.18 
r_ugust 7 . 68 12 1.40 
Se .)tember 3 . 24 6 1.00 
Oc tober 1. 56 9 0 .26 

1967, Total 44.75 70 6 .16 
(Jc,n. - Oct.) 

t. 6. 
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